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Dear print art enthusiasts,
You have just opened Grapheion, an international review of contemporary print,
book and paper art. It is thanks to the Hollar Association, a supporter and protector of the development of the Czech print art, which has taken it upon itself to pick
up the threads of the work of the founder of Grapheion, Dr. Simeona Hošková,
who published 17 issues of this non-periodical and lately electronic publication.
The Grapheion project is aimed at contemporary print art production in the
Czech Republic and abroad. It focuses on publications and events related to print,
book and paper art. We devote our time to theoretical and critical texts, educational and public awareness activities about printmaking techniques, contemporary
attitudes, exhibitions, competitions, books, bibliopoly, exlibris, small prints, history, collectors, auctions, workshops, school projects and chronicles with a focus on
Czech and foreign print art scene. There is also an international overview of the
most interesting events in the field of print art that happened in the past year accompanied by invitations to current events or upcoming exhibitions and competitions. In addition to the annual web publication, we update the Grapheion website
on weekly basis. There you can find invitations to events related to print art, drawing or book art, as well as articles, interviews, and reviews from our contributors.
Please excuse the delay with which we bring you Grapheion 2018. Building on
original contacts and establishing new ones has turned out to be much longer a
process than we expected. However, we have already begun the work on the next
issue, which will be delivered to you in December 2019. Thank you for your time
and interest, and I hope you will continue to support us. Please regard this issue
no. 18 as our zero or trial issue.
Kateřina Obozněnková, Hollar Foundation
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6 A Survey

The State
of Printmaking Now

A

t first glance, picking up the threads of a printed matter
which was a success in the past, could seem easier than
publishing a new work from scratch. All one needs to do
is to keep a fitting title, return to the content and form and thereby to the reader whose interest in interesting matter is likely to be
renewed. While the Hollar Association was sure that resuming the
publishing of Grapheion, the life’s work of Dr. Simeona Hošková,
will certainly not be easy, it still set this demanding task as one of
its objectives. The Association has gained its courage for this task
by successfully continuing other projects of Dr. Hošková, that is, the
competition and exhibition titled Print of the Year, as well as the
Vladimír Boudník Award given for extraordinary works of art or
contribution to the field of printmaking.
To continue her legacy and the publishing of colour-printed revue in both the Czech and English version can no longer take place
at the premise of ‘good old times’. Not only this aspect is referred
to by the fact that time which lies between the publishing of the last
printed issue of Grapheion (or the one now published only electronically) and the current efforts to renew it, was fulfilled by a particular content and by a particular storyline concerning not only printmaking itself but also visual art in general. So, what has changed
in the meantime? Are we stepping in a different river, sure, we are,
but what kind? Is the role of print in the context of visual art different to the one it played in the past? And is it good when printmaking, as a way of defending itself against being ignored by curators
at world exhibitions, organises its own biennales and triennials or
other types of competitions and exhibitions? Is this separation natural and common because the same thing happens to other specialised domains? And do these questions make any sense at all when
intersections and combinations of everything with everything and
the blurring of the boundaries between media is what dominates
contemporary art?
Nonetheless, to pose these questions to print artists and pedagogues at advent and Christmas time, the least convenient time,
was certainly a risky deed. Those, who did not respond to the questions surely cannot be blamed; perhaps they felt the questions were
obsolete or not well formulated, or perhaps the answers to them
were too obvious. And such were the questions in a certain aspect:
they ask, as if from ‘the opposite bank’, for the purpose of our endeavours while we, the interested, believe that we know it, they ask
about the merging of the digital with the traditional or their lasting or alleged adversity. They demanded an insight on the current
state of print studios at schools and their priorities while we all who
are engaged in teaching, besides having the will and need to constantly redefine the role of printmaking in the everchanging conditions and not having the will to accept easy solutions, know its
strong educational potential which quite naturally and logically
links technology with art. Yet (or perhaps because of that), many
interesting and valuable contributions have been gathered, some
offering answers to some of the questions, others posing new ones.
It is my belief, that Grapheion will – also thanks to this survey – rebound from this new zero point to its renewed utility. May we wish
to Grapheion a new life with many contributors and readers.

Ondřej Michálek

The State of Printmaking Now a Survey, by Ondrej Michalek (Czech
Republic), Karen Kunc (USA) and Sean Caulfield (Canada)
Questions put to print artists, art teachers and curators dealing with
this medium for the online revue Grapheion, Hollar Foundation,
Prague

1)

Printmaking: do we still need this branch of art and its multiplied
images? And if so, why is it?

2)

How do you see the role of printmaking in the context of
contemporary art?

3)

Do printmaking techniques in which print artists have been
expressing themselves have an inherent value as such, or do these
traditional ways only make up a technical attribute of an artwork
which has nothing to do with its meaning?

4)

How do the teachers in printshops in art schools deal with the
situation that traditional printing technologies are often seen
by students as discouraging? Should they prefer some easier or
passable procedures avoiding the classical “techné” (the work made
by hands)?

5)

With this in mind, how do you balance introducing traditional
techniques alongside new digital technology and vice versa?

Z. Janáček – Processing-C-M-Y-K-III., 2018, serigraphy, 1000 × 1500 mm

Zbyněk Janáček
Professor
Department of Graphics, drawing and printmaking
Faculty of Arts, University of Ostrava, CZ

1)

In my opinion, one of the issues similar
questionnaires seem to arise is the issue of
a language. For in the Czech language we
do not distinguish between printmaking
and graphics. We use a graphic design for
applied printmaking, but the word graphics is the most popular and its semantic potential is infinite. Another dimension is the
value. What I also see as not exactly right in
the formulation of the question is the use
of the stereotype: ‘multiplied images’!? To
relate graphics with the mere multiplication of images was understandable in the
second half of the 20th century, but now,
when a matrix becomes the objective and
it is only up to the artist to use the potential
contained in it or not, or when the virtual matrix stays in the computer, it becomes
dematerialised and not necessarily printed,
the question about the number of prints
is irrelevant. That is, one of the distinctive
characteristics of printmaking which was
valid in the past, multiplicity, the ability to
repeat itself, is irrelevant. I think that just
as the discourse on the purpose of painting
(equally unproductive and meaningless)
was opened and shortly after that closed
in the nineties, there is also no need for a
discourse on printmaking in terms of multiplied images.

2)

Just as any other medium, also printmaking can be open to doubt or adored. Another thing altogether is the exhibition production, the role of curator/s, the absence of
printmaking art at key exhibitions, in galleries, the art market… Certainly, the situation changes depending whether we are in
Europe, America, Asia (Japan, South Korea, China) and given the particular country and its tradition.
Ostracism and ghettoization of printmaking are both the reality of this medium
perhaps as a result of misconduct on both
sides. Print artists and theorists have won a
system of ‘print art exhibitions’, biennales
and triennials, competitions and shows –
emphasising the preference of some print-

making techniques. Alternatively, exhibitions are organised in the form of saloons
where openness was supposed to be one of
the emergency cords keeping printmaking
art in public awareness. Printmaking thus
became independent and had no need for
other media… But the opposite is the fact.
Furthermore, printmaking art has discredited itself in the eyes of the collectors for
something which was once its great advantage, for being accessible, democratic and
eventually for loosing the ability to be exclusive. The authors themselves have contributed to this notion, as well as gallerists
and art dealers.

3)

I realise that the previous two answers are
examples of certain relativism, but also
when answering this question, I cannot
help but to think that it is always the content and the form that should be in some
kind of a relationship. If any of the printmaking techniques is in a subordinate role,
non-authorial, then the choice of a certain
printmaking technique is important in
terms of other than artistic purposes of the
author, in terms of the model, number of
prints, etc. Although, this relates rather to
the issue of printing machines than printmaking itself. Nevertheless, the diversity
and multitude of printmaking techniques
is very important, it is our advantage. And
in terms of the fundamental printmaking
area, which is currently opening to experiment, combined techniques, individual
approaches. And with the arrival of digital
technologies there are other possibilities for
one outcome. There is this power of potential already mentioned above, the ability to
make a choice, which offers many surprises, as well as constant searching, discovering, experimenting.
There is this infinite space between the
matrix and print artists, a space which
is now also opened to the viewer (comp.
Bohuslav Reynek, Vladimír Boudník,
Ladislav Čepelák, Jiří John, Dalibor Chatrný, Lubomír Přibyl, František Hodonský,
Alena Kučerová, Eduard Ovčáček, Dalibor Smutný, Šárka Trčková, Lenka Vilhelmová, Šimon Brejcha, etc.) However, a
matrix apart from being an object of speculations also became an object of veneration and adoration in the past (Rembrandt,
Hercules Segers…)
It is a great never-ending adventure
which, however, cannot become an end in
itself or a show which would be the other
extreme.

4)

In the not so distant past, at the end of the
nineties, it was expected that an applicant
for the printmaking studies will be (at least
partially) at the secondary school, typically with artistic specialisation, introduced
to some printmaking techniques… Today,
it no longer applies. Where the specialisa-

tion in printmaking is part of a study program, a university by way of propaedeutic
must, or should take on the role of a secondary school. After all, the same happens also in non-artistic study fields. The
question thus contains the quadrature of
a circle. Because students lack the basics,
to teach them printmaking as one type of
practical lessons is not even thinkable. Secondary and tertiary art schools hold (so far)
specialised workshops and studios, where
considerable resources have been channelled in the past – and regardless whether
these were school or grant resources. The
actual operation of such workshops is costly in terms of material (students, however,
buy paper, sometimes colours …), of course,
personnel – without a technician, a functional workshop / workshops can be difficult to conceive of, i.e. additional labour
costs. But at the same time, a technician is
a serviceman of their kind to a student. To
simplify things, I avoid the issue of working
safety, environmental demands…
I realize that I am not answering the
question of whether students are interested, whether it is ‘fun’ for them?
Whether they have the prerequisites,
manual dexterity? I am afraid that today it
is difficult to know before the student enters the studio, as per above. On the other
hand, I believe that access to technology is
necessary but not ultimately a condition. (It
is certain that some kind of prerequisites,
such as working with a graver, can be truly ‘bypassed’, by lasers, cutters …, or, for
example, lithography can be ‘be replaced’
with mokulit, etc. Again, it is questionable whether this is not just a kind of reproductive work in the first case, and alternative practice that attracts students but have
their limitations in the second.)

5)

Digital media, intermediality, is something
we can’t live without today (?), students
above all. Narrowing everything to the ‘relationship between traditional and digital
print’ would be a major simplification…
I find it meaningful to design the study
so that students have the opportunity to
choose according to the nature of the project, the assignment, the work (perhaps) in
some software, and to propose solution,
and then choose the appropriate technology to print. It is wrong when the sole motivation is to escape from despair, because
they do not know anything, and therefore…
But that is something that is known to the
teacher during the study or there should be
some kind of corrective in the person of the
teacher. The fact that I answer this question acknowledges its urgency. The solution is not a ban, or creating atmosphere
of digital print ostracization, artificial resistance to digital technologies, ‘exclusion’
from exhibitions or other ‘repressive steps’,
neither is resignation to a certain hierarchy
in teaching, even though it may not suit all
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students. An example of two different approaches was and is for me the situation at
the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague: The
subject Graphics 1 led by Jiří Lindovský, today Dalibor Smutný, and Graphics 2 with
Vladimír Kokolia as the head of the studio.
When we look at the graduates of both studios, and this is probably the best when
evaluating the situation, then a number of
very distinctive artistic personalities enriching the contemporary art production came
from both studios, although the programs
of each of them were very different.
Finally, we can rely on authors who have
proven that traditional and new media, for
example, computers, plotters, etc. including
digital printing can be combined creatively: Zdeněk Sýkora, Ingrid Ledent, Jaroslava Severová, Eduard Ovčáček, Adam Romaniuk, Andrzej Węcławski, Jan Měřička,
Marek Sibinský, etc.


it is the very basic research for applied art
from which it draws themes and impulses.

3)

The medium is always part of the content
and the meaning of the work. Thus, classical printmaking techniques, their mastery
and use, influence both the content and the
quality of the work. When evaluating an
image, / which printmaking art is /, an important criterion is the content, the form,
and the technique perfectly mastered. A
criterion cannot be any of the printmaking
techniques, classical or newer ones. Is intaglio superior to lithography? / I have experienced underestimating of screen printing and linocut /. Currently, there exists a
distrust of digital printing and computer
graphics mostly among printmaking artists
of my generation. Students take technology / computers for granted. They know they
have to be able to draw, to know computer graphics programs – to try some of the
classical printmaking techniques is a big
advantage to them. Their most important
and hard work is making decisions. Using
a computer, they must compare up to hundreds of options, variations, sketches, and
make a lot of decisions in a short time. A
colleague of mine said about computer
graphics: ‘But there is no human lard in it.’
And I say: ‘But the brain is sweating.’

4)
Jaroslava Severová
Associate Professor at the Department of Art, Visual
Culture and Textile Studies, Faculty of Education,
University of Hradec Králové, CZ

1)

Printmaking is not just a way to make firstrate copies or to make a certain number of
copies. The importance of printmaking is
now shifting from many cheap prints to an
ever-lowering number of original prints of
one matrix, or rows / series / or prints of
an altered matrix. Printmaking art differs
pleasantly from virtual images in its materiality. Paper and pigments are a physical
part of the world; however, their duration
is limited. In a way, they are fragile, simple
and basic materials. Just as simple, basic,
and fragile printmaking techniques are.
Point, curve, area. Or point, line, curve,
area. A drawing is the basis of depiction.

2)

Printmaking art is currently marginalised
by the great world of art market, which
makes it truly free and liberated. It is becoming increasingly more a personal testimony of the author and their knowledge of
the world, their search for a way to understand and depict reality. It seems as though

My experience is exactly the opposite. Students like to work with materials, with print,
they like to combine activities. A colleague
from the Academy of Arts, Architecture &
Design in Prague has told me how their students like to grind lithographic stones to get
some break from the computers. It’s natural. Students do not think whether to go for
classical or digital printmaking. For example, this year, a student dealt with the theme
Change in the following way: She carved
her self-portrait in the lino, cut it into pieces, scanned it, composed the composition
in the computer, and printed it on the plotter. Another student made a design on the
same theme on a computer and printed it
by screen printing. Both works were exhibited at the Print of the Year show.

5)

Manual work with and within material is very satisfying. Some artists and students will prefer classical printmaking
techniques, while others will look for a
computer. Perhaps mostly they will look for
ways to combine the possibilities of old and
new techniques.


J. Lindovský – Spring Shelf, 2018, serigraphy, paper, 500 × 700 mm

Jiří Lindovský
Professor Emeritus, formerly Academy of Fine Arts
in Prague, Studio of Graphics I, now ART & DESIGN
INSTITUTE in Prague
https://jiri-lindovsky.info/

1)

Do we really need painting, concept, video? And who needs it? If visual art continues to be important then also printmaking
art does, and if it doesn’t, then neither does
printmaking art!
Multiplication of images, originally a
matter of fundamental importance (the
very gene of printmaking art), is no longer
important. However, I would not underestimate its practical significance. Printmaking expands the expression scale of fine art
with irreplaceable possibilities. After printing, any engraving (anything into any matter) creates an unmistakable visual world.
Losing this world, losing these and other
printmaking possibilities makes no sense
provided there is enough talented people
which there is! It is them who ought to and
who must make decisions, not those whose
concern it is not. By the way, I have experienced the disappearance of a painting several times in my life. Fortunately, no one
paid much attention to it. And again, it was
the unconcerned who tried to make the decision.

2)

The same as any other category of fine
art, that is, painting, concept, object, video, sculpture, new media in general, etc.
Printmaking is one of them and just like
them it has its specific rules. Long time ago
it broadened the world by another dimension. It demands a certain type of sensitivity and a specific talent.
Printmaking can be viewed (and marvelled at) being seated, being at home or
being elsewhere. It doesn’t require a special environment, amount of matter, or energy. And it can be present at several places
at the same time without using the electric
power. And of course, every non-print artist
can spread their work around the world using some of the graphic technology.

3)

Every artist of any specialisation seeks an
adequate technique, a procedure. S/he
searches for the best form that would express their imagination, philosophy, opin-

ion. The more experienced s/he is, the
better s/he knows the trends in expressive
possibilities of the given ‘matter’. Usually,
s/he tends to work with one technique and
one procedure, not because of spiritual indolence but because s/he has found their
own level with the ‘matter’. S/he has found
its language. The spiritual movement of the
artist has set the ‘matter’ in motion, and s/
he has melted with it. This is ideal harmony. It doesn’t have to last for ever, but it’s
very fruitful.
Yes, in an ideal scenario, the technique
and technology become part of the work.

4)

Printmaking is not and has never been for
everyone. This field of art demands a talent
as well as a set of particular abilities. These
are being cultivated the whole life but initially they are often developed under pressure.
At the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague, I
could choose talents from many applicants.
Then it was easy to assign to these 2 to 3
selected students challenging tasks, to train
them in working with much effort, to cultivate their patience and sense of responsibility. After all, they were highly motivated. Pains and boredom have become the
forms of learning and self-learning, and, in
the end, even of happiness. Without motivation, you cannot succeed in forcing anyone to cope with difficulties and to be subjected to self-denial. If this condition is not
present, we find ourselves in the realm of
‘courses’ where lightness and ease are of
the highest quality. Looking to the mobile
phone then becomes an alternative way for
students to themselves.

5)

All that exists, exists in parallel with everything else, and while there is constant competition and struggle, everything lives fully
side by side and together. This is the basic
characteristic of this world. By contaminating the world with symbols of ‘+’ and ‘-’,
we only create our local nonsense, and take
away our ability to make decisions freely. New possibilities of printmaking techniques do not destroy the old ones or replace them. Every technique can only do
something, and their interconnection is desirable. The absolute value is the author –
the artist. The one who has nothing on her/
his mind, will find it hard to embark on the
path of great effort. In the absolute majority, those below average fall into the trap of
lightness and ease. This helps organise and
clean the art space. Lightness, ease, and
the accessibility of digital print for example
can be at the same time its curse – only the
stronger ones can handle it well.


Lenka Vojtová Vilhelmová
Associate Professor, Department of Art Education,
Faculty of Education, University of South Bohemia, CZ
http://www.vilhelmova.cz/

1)

Printmaking art does not have such a long
history as other types of visual art (painting, sculpture), and yet, it has become an
entirely independent art discipline. Its development is different, it is subjected to different rhythm, and it is dependent on many
factors including technical and technological development. It cannot be simply described as multiplied images which is natural for techniques developed for mass
reproduction of images such as lithography,
offset, polymer, etc. On the other hand, single prints, that is, original prints with only
one copy are not exceptions especially for
experimental techniques, structural prints,
and monotypes. Printmaking is currently
affected by mass digitalisation and by everything that relates to it. In my opinion,
digital graphics is growing away from classical printmaking as well as its techniques
that lead to printing. In digital graphics,
printing is represented by an HP, Epson or
any other printer, which is the printing and
printmaking alienation where the printmaking craftsmanship ceases to exist in the
true sense of the word. (There are no haptic experience or cognitive processes.) All
the while printmaking remains important
to us for its unique nature, functions, character, and purpose. This type of art will always look for ways to be indispensable. A
certain degree of dignity should be maintained while respecting the cost of graphic
printing. I believe that this rate should be
preserved for all graphic techniques to prevent profanation of this art field.
(I would like to remind you that I am
talking about printmaking art, the type of
art that has been freed from painting by
A. Dürer and after that by other masters:
Rembrandt and F. Goya.)

2)

Printmaking and its transformation from
printmaking sheets to graphic concepts,
or spatial installations plays a different
role abroad and, unfortunately, a different
role in the Czech Republic. Dr. Simeona
Hošková took it upon herself to change this

position with her international exhibition
projects titled Interkontakt, which has proven again and again that print artists in the
Czech Republic think and work similarly,
but they are not afforded the same consistent presentation of their work. For example, in Germany, we can see that all museums of modern art have a gallery dedicated
to printmaking art – large-format prints, or
graphic conceptual installations. Here is an
example: graphic outcomes are interconnected with other art disciplines of painting, spatial art, such as the large-format
graphics by A. Kiefer in the Vienna Albertina. (Naturally, the multiplication of print
sheets does apply here considering the concept of the work).

3)

Recently, foreign presentations of both
printmaking art and graphic design show
that knowledge of traditional printmaking
techniques and their processes give this
platform a new creative drive! It is opposed
to the digital revolution, to invisible digits
and cybernetic networks. There are artists
like Thaester Gates who are calling for the
return of craftsmanship and the sensitivity to materials. It is the created sensitivity
that makes it possible to perceive more and
more inspiring sources.
From my own experience I can say that
the traditional ways of printmaking art can
still bring new creative impulses important
for the stimulation of imagination. Exploring these impulses helps overcome and
push back graphic boundaries. A good
command of materials as well as of artistic
tools and means that are related to printmaking can certainly help in developing a
concept, defining a content, or making a
work process easier. In addition, all these
above-mentioned items can interfere with
their potential in other art disciplines –
painting and spatial art. It should be added
that currently new printmaking and technological procedures are being developed
based on experiments, which are presented at printmaking shows under the title of
‘own technique,’ which bring new artistic
and aesthetic experiences.
Printmaking techniques with their
means of expression significantly influence
the character of the final printmaking work.

4)

Our students are exposed to both theoretical and practical lessons. They are introduced to the circumstances of the foundation of printmaking techniques and their
current development, as well as to leading
representatives of the printmaking realm.
Furthermore, they wrestle with the oldest
printmaking technique and the most demanding one in terms of craftsmanship:
woodcut work. It is because we want our
students to understand, upon being presented with the printmaking works and
woodcuts of A. Dürer, that this art is not
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only excellent printmaking, but it was created using a simple tool – a knife, but still
it shows signs of a very high standard of
craftsmanship. After this, students perceive
the works of old masters with genuine admiration, and the works of these masters
become the sources of inspiration for their
own work. After being experienced by students first-hand, many printmaking media
become a permanent part of their works.
Our goal is to introduce to students all materials used within printmaking techniques:
woodcut, wood carving, plaster cut, plaster
carving, linocut, lino carving, and all intaglio techniques applied to metals, including
serigraphy and silk-screen printing. Also
monotype, which is currently making a
comeback on prestigious world printing biennales, is included in the training of our
students. Learning about materials and
printmaking techniques expands their creative share, which they then connect with
digital tools, while opening up the possibilities of a multi-layered presentation.

5)

As I have already mentioned, without the
knowledge of printmaking techniques or
materials, and without traditional printmaking approaches and their applications,
the digital tool is empty and far too easy to
read, which is ultimately to the detriment
of the outcomes. The knowledge of technological printmaking procedures and the experiments based on them lead to new possibilities – to new creative experience. The
knowledge and sensitivity to all natural materials: of vegetable, animal or mineral origin – is the basic task for our culture and
civilisation. We cannot depart from this
platform as it would most certainly be the
path to perdition.
In printmaking, the parallel existence of
traditional and digital printing deserves the
attention of the professional public. Ignorance of these means leads commonly to
misleading unprofessional evaluations. Often, however, both technical and content
emptiness is evident, which may apply to
both graphical approaches. Surely an ongoing expert analysis of this issue would be inspiring. If both printmaking procedures are
linked and the result is a digital outcome
of printmaking art, it can be multi-layered
and rich in expression graphics.
However, there is a fundamental issue in
the case of digital reproduction. Such a procedure results in the exactly same graphical outcome, which in the case of classical
printing techniques does not occur in the
classical way of printing, because every
print is accompanied by the physical imprint of the human hand, and thus every
print is an original!

painstakingly layered over several months
and a painting created over a short period
of time. But still I am talking about a value
that I refer to as craftsmanship. Ideally, all
values should be at the highest possible level. Technology and the content which is so
strong that it has contributed to the canon
of fine art – such a new artefact can be referred to as having artistic value.

4)
Martin Ševčovič – Probes, 2010, aquatint, mezzotint, dry point, etching,
3200 × 250 x 250 mm

Martin Ševčovič
Assistant professor at the Department of Art
Education, Faculty of Education, Comenius University
in Bratislava, SK
http://www.martinsevcovic.sk/en/

1)

In my opinion, we need everything and
anything that can help us move forward.
That is why I believe we should focus on
making sure the necessary conditions for
something to be created are provided and
that a certain thing is done in the best possible way rather than making judgements
whether a certain thing is useful or not. It is
of a paramount importance that we continue the tradition of craftsmanship which is
key for making print sheets using classical
printmaking techniques. Only then are we
going to be ready for more liberal application of the printmaking medium.

2)

This question can be best answered by
those who use the printmaking medium
for creating visual signs through which they
communicate the content of their creative
programs. If creators use the imprint principle in their work, the content of which is
so strong that it gets into a set of themes that
society considers to be art at that time, I see
the role of printmaking in the context of contemporary art as essential and important.

I don’t believe we ought to lower our demands, instead we should focus on those
who have the mental prerequisites to cope
well with the demanding craftsmanship of
the printmaking art. If we back up, we will
witness the decline of something that has
been passed on from generation to generation for centuries. To learn these demanding techniques is very rewarding because
the acquired knowledge can be applied to
other media as well.

5)

I think that art is an area where everything
is allowed except for creating boundaries.
Actually, the opposite is what is encouraged. Art is an open set which can be enriched and broaden infinitely. In this set,
approaches which we use to communicate
our ideas with have their own legitimate
place. It is the printmaking medium which
is one of the most dynamically developing
medium. Today we refer to this phenomenon as transmediality of the printmaking
medium. The principle of print is being
perceived in the combination with other
artistic media. From the paper of a two-dimensional format which has been and continues to be in the majority of cases the medium of making a print, the printmaking
medium has been applied also in spatial installation or in various forms of action art.

3)

The right choice of an art medium is essential and if we want to talk about the value of
an artwork I’d suggest to first define what
value we mean in particular. Whether we
have in mind the market value, artistic value, the value of the craftsmanship, social or
historical value… When talking about the
technological approach to a work, certainly
there are differences in value. Every author
knows how much the entry costs are when
modifying the matrix and subsequently making a print. Comparing the costs of
print sheets made by the technique of lithography and linocut is a good example
of these differences. And this could be applied to other media as well. Equally, there
is a difference when evaluating oil painting

M. Axmann – Stop Dancing, 2016, lithography, 420 × 520 mm
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In the following text I search for the answer
to the question about the purpose of printmaking art in the current society.
A printmaking expression grows out of life
practice and out of generally shared expe-

rience. This web of motifs and mechanisms
benefits not only academic works but also
playful experiments of children and mad
alcoholics. The multiplication of images or
plastic bottles, cars, home altars, simply, the
multiplication of goods is the task of industry and not of poetry. In particular, it is the
task of printing with its focus on large series,
speed, standards, calculation, and bargain.
The boundaries between curiosity, uniqueness, and imagination on one hand, and machine reproduction on the other is clear but
changeable just as any other expression of
life. The paths to permanent distinction
of decisive difference in values can also be
blind, useless and rather narrow, hardly able
to serve one person. Their purpose is to prevent fragile variety from disappearing on the
account of growing monoculture.
All printmaking disciplines contribute to
the cultivation of the basis which gives rise
to the most concentrated form of printmaking expression – writing. The economy and
effectivity of a language that naturally connects the concrete with the abstract makes
it possible for us to share a permanent anchorage and tonus, that are so important
for the depth of memory, defined in free
space by points, lines and surfaces. A symbol as an archetype reveals the connection
between experiences and desires without
which the present would become a pulsating two-dimensional surface.
The care for a permanent relationship
with the roots is accompanied by an important ability of printmaking disciplines to focus their curious attention on technologies
which the industry continuously replaces
with more effective ones. This recurring
event brings new possibilities into the spectrum of expressive tools and the levels previously determined solely for reproduction
are now becoming a new playground and
experimental laboratory.
This second life of technology, freed of
the responsibility to churn out goods, is a
carcass of a cetacean washed on depleted
shore, a wholesome mass of accumulated
energy that is drawn on by an army of the
little and the diligent ones.
Printing and printmaking need each other just as much as they need to take care of
their mutual boundaries, of the shape of a
live silhouette which is the content of otherwise empty words.
Reality defies the denomination and
definition by the language of words. Numbers and data files do a little bit better. Music and dance do splendidly. Reality is the
happiest when denominated by itself.
Pressmen use one language, dealers
with paintings use another one. Rigorous
language is used in education. The abundance and variety of languages show the
emancipation of individual and peripheral
phenomena and their desire to reach new
integrity.
A printmaking expression holds in this
multi-layered process a privileged position

among other languages. It is based on the
effectivity with which it evaluates the emotional and intellectual input, on a commonplace with which a fragment always grows
into a wholeness, as well as on permanent
care provided to the tool that enables us to
touch upon everything from a single and a
unique point.
It is the above-mentioned generally
shared experience with light and shadow,
with the trace of movement, the encounter
with a print, a line of force and reversibility of figures, that is, the experience with
the basic ways in which to read the world
around us that finds in printmaking art
its form and the bridge connecting the abstract with the material.
Classifying printmaking into more narrowly focused printmaking techniques
or dialects is an important phenomenon.
Every new facet of techné brings a unique
expression and has a great impact on the
overall message. An ironical event is taking
place in the minority but well-motivated
part of society. A renewed interest in traditional techniques which contain the experience of many generations goes against the
movement of monocultural majority, that
is, against the digitally generated, stored
and reproduced images.
Sensory richness, archetypal nature and
the rhythm of experience are attractive for
those who intuitively defy the manipulation
by a production line. All that is needed for
the predominant digital production to fully develop its potential and to become an
equal partner to traditional disciplines is
for someone else to replace it and open up
areas for its language that are tabooed by
the economy.

Ondřej Michálek – Promenade with Lighting, aquatint, 2016, 1000 × 700 mm
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1)

When walking through a deserted exhibition, I think to myself, neither printmaking
nor fine art in general, especially the contemporary, is needed by most of the population. Sometimes and usually on Sundays, when there is free entry to be enjoyed

by several museums, the optimism comes
back. Exceptions are exhibitions of works
by artists of the past, which are organised
by museums in metropolises (on the contrary, there are queues) or worldwide events
with guaranteed audience, such as the Venice Biennale. But there, if you come across
a graphic sheet (if at all), you feel that it was
there probably by mistake. And yet, a drawing in which printmaking is anchored can
be found in such shows in various forms. It
almost suggests an explanation that behind
the little curatorial interest in printmaking
stands the fact of multiplying its images,
which was once its fundamental contribution to the development of society, as well
as its competitive advantage.
I cannot answer such a simple question
with a complex analysis of the current state,
by which I would only try to hide a subjective view. Therefore, I prefer to express the
view directly no matter how silly it may
sound: Yes, I need printmaking art because
it came into my life as a dear partner that I
just don‘t want to disappoint.

2)

Printmaking just as any other medium is
an intellectual and technical open space
with its centripetal and centrifugal tendencies. Some take printmaking away from its
basis while others pull it back to it.
Thanks to its centrifugal tendencies,
printmaking is now seizing a new territory.
In the end, all art fields do it; they don’t
want to be limited by their predefined
boundaries, they desire to occupy new spaces and new contexts, even those, that were
originally not intended for art. But printmaking, if it wants to remain so, it cannot
do without the work on matrix, nor can it
exist without the techniques of reproducing its images. It could be almost said that
printmaking does not know the answer to
the current hunt for unique works, which,
moreover, often do not have a material nature or, on the contrary, could easily fill
a large hall. When looking for it outside
of its own space, it usually reaches something that is no longer printmaking in the
true sense of the word. And if it finds itself
in its rich history, it will be a message uttered by perhaps too quiet a voice that in
the contemporary art almost nobody uses.
But even in a less conspicuous voice, important statements, original messages, intimate questions, or something substantial
can be said.

3)

The first thing that comes to mind is that
the meaning of the work is almost unrelated. After all, the most important thing is the
message itself, how it works or the artist’s
attitude. But after a more serious thought,
the answer is quite the opposite: not only
do techniques have their value as historically conditioned know-how, but they are
also a voice that co-creates and at the same
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time transforms the purpose and meaning
of the work because it articulates both of
these important components. Every printmaking technique not only offers a variety
of printing capabilities but also different visual rhetoric. Even the choice of extremely
laborious or, conversely, the easiest or most
banal reproductive technique co-creates
the content and meaning of the work.

4)

For this question, I would distinguish art
and art-pedagogical schools and even summer academies, where graphic designers
often sign up for courses on printmaking
just to go back to the situation when they
were not sitting in front of the monitor for
eight hours a day and when their imagination and fantasy did not have to take place
in the expected schemes of the final pro
duct.
I have experienced all these variations of
training or courses. I have always strive not
to discourage students from printmaking as
an art field, and also to create an atmosphere of belonging to something that is difficult, but satisfying once the craftsmanship
is mastered, and to something that leads to
advancement that can be felt by everyone
thanks to the transformation of the way one
views their own expression and the way one
thinks about it, regardless of whether it is a
piece of printmaking art or other medium.
Not only the printing technology, but all
art production contains obstacles and limitations of all kinds, which are in the way of
an artist or art candidate. But in art schools,
it should not be just the teacher who poses
such obstacles to students, but they themselves should create obstacles in order to
base their self-esteem on them later after
they have coped with them. But this kind of
self-confidence also develops on a different
basis other than mastering the know-how. It
doesn’t evolve from the experience of creative freedom without additional attributes.
Above all, it is based on own knowledge,
ideas, feelings, and the need to express oneself as s/he believes that they have something to say. The biggest obstacle is not to
be able to absorb the signals and challenges
of the present with their critical evaluation
or the general principles of visual rhetoric
and its history. The hardest thing to do is
to come out of this chaotic foundation and
reach a relatively simple, legible work.

5)

The computer has become an extraordinary enrichment of all art production, and
not just of printmaking art. It has not become a provider of prefabricated visual
schemes thanks to ‘friendly’ software, but
it plays the role of a servant, helper and
co-author. On the other hand, the so-called
generative art develops in parallel, leaving
the final visualization and the output itself
to the computer. If we add traditional printing techniques, we have an amazingly var-

ied range of expressive possibilities, which
usually overlap into one another in terms
of their content and technical solution, influencing and creating meaningful tension.
However, to accurately describe things
and separate them is often considered as
creating barriers between them. Nevertheless, the inner coherence of contemporary
art is best understood by realising where
the boundaries between disciplines are and
why it is exciting to overcome them. The
fact that these boundaries get overcome or
not can only marginally affect the quality
of the work.

view, it is still indispensable and irreplaceable.
Based on the above, it can be said that
printmaking is still valid for today’s society.
Reproduced images are one of the benefits
of this kind of art.
Appendix:
At the Department of Graphics, in 2008–
2011, we implemented the project titled
Transmedia Space of Graphics, Assimilation vs. Original (author: doc. Igor Benca, akad. mal., co-researchers: Alena Vrbanová, Patrik Ševčík, Róbert Makar,
Robert Brun, Róbert Jančovič), in which
we examined the graphic medium and
its transformation at the art schools of
FVU AU in Banská Bystrica and VŠVU in
Bratislava. The result was the definition of
current forms of printmaking art, its formal
form and its transmediality. As part of this
research, we defined for the first time some
terms such as: the absence of a matrix, the
moving and unstable matrix, the matrix as
a definitive work, and others.

and thereby use traditional techniques on
new materials. In comparison with the situation 15 years ago, today students strive to
work more with classical techniques. However, the extent to which students use traditional techniques changes with every individual and every theme. We also introduce
new forms of printmaking to students. Depending on the theme, we choose adequate
work procedures. ‘Techné’ does not always
response fully to the form of an artwork.

5)

We see it as a positive thing. In my opinion, there is a general tendency to revive
traditional techniques and to modify digital prints. Our experience from practice
shows that these are often mutually combined. Students use toluene imprints of
digital prints, stamping on digital base,
and various combinations such as layering,
where the base can be a digital print, and
transparent layers using drypoint, or screen
printing, and the like.

2)
Patrik Ševčík
Assistant Professor at the Department of Graphics
Studio of Graphics and Visual Production, Faculty of
Fine Arts, Academy of Arts in Banská Bystrica, SK
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1)

… if the question of whether we need art is
topical, then yes, we do.
The term printmaking resonates significantly in everyday reality. This term is very
broad, and it includes also applied – commercial printmaking.
If we, however, talk about printmaking
art, it is a multi-layered term and it changes
over time. It implies the use of traditional
techniques as well as experimenting. Printmaking is a living medium that has been
transformed during its development, and
today it is no longer just a branch with reproduced images. Its boundaries are constantly changing and expanding with the
use of new expressive possibilities. As an
art discipline, it becomes more open. What
dominates it is the principle of printing, but
the arrival of technology has influenced its
expressive possibilities … the use of digital
graphics and the influence of other media
have allowed for their interconnection and
the diversity of works. In printmaking, the
experiment becomes more significant and
the art production more intermedia focused.
Nowadays it is quite common to produce
one print only – an imprint, or to show a
matrix as the final work. Often, a printmaking work becomes part of an object or installation. However, from a formal point of

Often, we may feel as if printmaking is a
marginal medium which needs to create
its own platforms, but the truth is, that the
role of printmaking in the context of contemporary art is of utmost importance. The
recent development has led to the transformation of printmaking into a more open
art form. It can be said that printmaking is
a full-fledged art discipline of the contemporary and most topical art. Printmaking
principles of art production are often fully incorporated into art presentations. Not
to mention the fact that today we can observe the return to drawing and to other traditional techniques. The current printmaking language is closely related to the current
visual art dealing with overlapping tendencies of media. What links printmaking with
contemporary art today is the diversity of
artwork. Apart from the formal aspect, also
themes help change the position of printmaking in the contemporary art world.
They are significantly more open and focus,
among others, on socio-political, personal,
ethical, and environmental issues.

3)

They certainly do. Printmaking is open
and multi-layered, often dependent on the
theme the author deals with at the moment.

4)

It is good to get familiar with traditional techniques, despite the rapid age and the technical development which have also affected the area of printmaking. It helps reach
freedom in our art production. We can see
the return to classical techniques, or their
modification. Our students tend to return
to drawing and to technical approach to
drawing when using certain classical techniques, as well as they like to experiment

Annu Vertanen
Professor
Academy of Fine Arts, Helsinki, Finland
www.uniarts.fi
www.annuvertanen.com

1)

Yes, naturally the title ‘printmaking’ is still
needed. Printmaking has its own history
and its own right, there are special qualities
in printmaking that don’t exist elsewhere. If
we want to hold the expertise on this field of
art, we need to call the process with a term;
printmaking is a good word.
On the other hand, it’s not easy all of the
sudden just change the term or idea, to ask
artists not to use this word any more. That
would cause a big confusion, and cut off
the roots from all the earlier stages of this
art form. Why would anyone want this.
The art has changed but we don’t need
to give up the concept of printmaking, even
it may now mean different things, and
would function in broader scale than earlier. We need to work for updating the idea
image and conception of printmaking. On
the other hand, it’s not always necessary or
appropriate to underline the fact that this is

a print in question. Art is one, printmaking
is just a knot in a chain or net of the arts.
One needs to have skills to be able to say
something through art. Some artists are
willing to say things through printmaking
art; we need to keep calling printmaking
as printmaking in order to maintain the resources and sustain printshops for the education and for the professional artists. Otherwise the expertise would vanish away.
If there were not such education or training as printmaking or graphic art, we’d lose
the connection to the roots of the art form.
To let go of the title of the art form would
easily also cause lack of knowledge regarding the technologies, materials etc. We need
to call prints something. They are not paintings. There’s something special in every art
form that is not replaceable with the terminology of another art form. The title printmaking/graphic art is one of them.
I think, that the way to contemporize the
concept of printmaking art is not to let go of
the name. There seems to be a certain trauma within artist’s minds here. Printmaking
art has been seen old-fashioned because of
the technology and the looks of the prints
and the mental image of the artform may
sometimes be obsolete. We would need artistic research and theory, discussion and
evaluation of printmaking art. We do not
need to be the biggest and most fashionable, but we need to be serious with research and concepts that are considering especially printmaking, contemporary
graphic art.
The younger generation see the issue differently. They can adapt the ideas of art
through printmaking and accomplish the
conceptual side of the artform. They can
easily see how to use a print as a part of
arts without feeling of inferiority. The key
is, that there has to be sufficient resources,
like education of the technologies and history and modern printshops, for them to be
able to execute these ideas.

2)

Printmaking is one of the methods that artists use the most, if we regard printmaking from the perspective of expanded field.
Prints may not always be called prints;
some artists use the methods of printing in
their art, but they don’t want to call their
printed work as prints or they do not even
know that they actually are prints. (They
may have been printed digitally or through
mass media printing. Even it’s not necessary to always call them prints, it’s good to
recognize, that this is part of printmaking
art.) I see the print the most flexible medium for contemporary art, when spreading
out information, text and concepts.

3)

This naturally depends on the case, but
I would say, that usually the technique is
essential part of the contents of the work,
chosen by the artist, for good reason. There

happens a transformation from an idea to
an artwork, from a sketch to final piece, and
many times the skill that the artist hold, is
the key agent in this process. If the artist
develops special skills for decades, and is
able to say exactly what s/he wants through
them, this is significant for the overall process and result of it.

4)

In my experiment the students are nowadays interested in the craft quality of print.
The interest for materiality and making by
hand, as well as the tools, the sustainable
agents and materials etc., are raising up
again. Combining digital images and photos via photo-based technologies (or 3D,
lazer, CNC etc.), bringing present times in,
is popular. Students who are interested in
printing are normally patient and willing to
work. I don’t see a problem in this.

5)

Traditional techniques and digital are both
on the timeline of printmaking history, in
different spots. The students choose according their own interest. All of them do
not need to master everything.

E. Waterkotte – Srycing of Arc II, 2018, inkjet print on Washi, screen-print,
and hotfoil, 1118 × 762 mm
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1)

Yes, now more than ever.
Printmaking is a fulcrum in the canon
and the evolution of studio art media. Printmaking connects Drawing to Photography
and Studio Arts to Design. It could be argued that printmaking is now connecting
the Fine Arts to the fields of Material Science and Engineering (via ink technologies
like conductive and thermo-graphic inks).
From the perspective of many other academic fields (e.g. Visual Studies, Cultural
Studies, and Comparative Literature) the
medium of Printmaking is vital to understanding media and culture.
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2)

Printmaking’s role in contemporary art
is fundamental. Printmaking is the original example of technology in the arts and
it continues to be a major influence on all
of contemporary art. Any review of the last
200 years of Art History will show clear evidence of the pivotal influence of printmaking as well as photography and film. We
continue to see printmaking’s impact in the
art and design of today. New as well as familiar technologies continue to impact the
production of contemporary artists (i.e. inkjet print technology, screenprinting, graphic and CAD software technology, and 3-D
printing/ digital fabrication). Printmaking
continues to be a crucial influence on contemporary painters and designers. As long
as we continue to be inundated by more
screens with more information, printmaking will continue to play an important role
in contemporary art. As long as human culture will continue to disseminate word and
image, printmaking will continue to be integral to art-making.

5)

I integrate traditional and digital technologies in my printmaking and mixed-media classes. The traditions of printmaking
provide a perfect context for learning new
technologies. Graphic software like Adobe
Photoshop and Illustrator can easily be integrated into a variety of silkscreen and other
photomechanical processes. Modelling software like Autodesk and Blender can be applied to print projects via paper sculptures
using modelled folded-tabbed templates or
stack-lamination templates. Digital technologies allow for large-scale installation projects, public-arts projects, and collaborative projects, using in-studio equipment as
well as production via commercial printers.
That said, I have had to make room in my
course curriculum in order to incorporate
more technology into my pedagogy. This often means giving less attention to a more
traditional part of the process but I think
this helps to evolve my teaching and curriculum, as well as my research.

3)

Printmaking techniques have inherent value beyond the formal / ornamental. They
are evidence of a unique practice and pedagogy that challenges one’s creativity both
imaginatively as well as pragmatically,
merging expression and problem-solving.
I would argue that printmaking is a medium that actually teaches and practices a
clear form of “research and development.”
In this way printmaking has relationships
to academic fields like Engineering and the
Material Science (an interdisciplinary field
involving the properties of matter and its
applications).

4)

No, I do not believe teachers should prefer easier procedures. However, I believe it
is our job, as educators, to adapt how we
teach printmaking, so as to limit student
discouragement and encourage a positive
experience. That said, the challenges found
in printmaking are exactly what make it
such an important medium. The unique
challenges found in each and every printmaking process are multi-layered and generate a set of complex parameters for students to work with. Working creatively
within a set of parameters is what we find in
the Research and Development in other academic fields (as described in my answer to
question 3). In my classes I openly discuss
the patience, time, and focus each print
process requires. I ask students to ruminate
on the unique workload of each printmaking process and what artists/designers were
able to do with that media historically. Most
forms of printmaking are archaic technology but they are a technology none-the-less.
The technology evolves but how we learn
and utilize such complex tools does not.

Heather Huston
Chair, SVA I Assistant Professor, Print Media
Alberta University of the Arts (formerly ACAD)
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
www.acad.ca

1)

Contemporary art provides a lens through
which we can engage in, debate, and consider contemporary concerns, and printmaking is a necessary medium through
which we can articulate issues surrounding
our reproductive technologies. It’s vital that
artists continue to examine and question
the technologies that permeate so much of
our life by engaging with its newest manifestations, such as digital printing, and consider these processes in relationship to their
historical precedents. As a vehicle that navigates the space between human and technology, artists highlight the labour, aesthetics and conceptual content inherent in the
machinery and surfaces that they collaborate with.
As an artform, print has always blended aesthetic concerns and experimentation
with technology that, via the multiple, ensures that it can be disseminated to a larg-

er audience. As a medium on paper, it’s
approachable and affordable, something
to be viewed up close and handled. It has
a long history of being connected to democratic concerns, a way for messages and
ideas to be disseminated outside of dominate powers.

2)

I think this question is often raised when
considering that print is both everywhere
(in advertisements, street signs, clothing,
transactions, art, newspapers, books, etc.)
and yet strangely invisible when you consider its large absence from discussions
around contemporary art, its influences,
and major players. While as printmakers,
we could be somewhat miffed by this apparent snub, we might also consider the advantage that we have as a more ubiquitous,
affordable and present medium.
Of particular significance, and obvious
to anyone with even a remote familiarity
with the medium, is printmaking’s relationship with the multiple and subsequent possibilities for dissemination. It provides the
means for artists to connect their ideas to
others using exchange, gift, found objects,
and, of course, traditional sales. Despite
the prominence of a capitalist art market
that serves the hyper-rich, artists remain interested in making works affordable and
finding alternative ways to connect to their
audience and each other. Print has always
situated itself as a vehicle for affordability
in art and a medium through which subcultures and subversive ideas could make their
way to their audiences.
Print is fluid. It’s identified as a singular
medium but it consists of four major technical frameworks (intaglio, relief, stencil, and
lithography), with a range of sub-categories
and approaches within each. Most contemporary definitions of print, such as any technique where an image passes from a matrix
onto another surface, allow for non-traditional methods to be considered and novel
matrixes (such as the body, a shoe, a video
projector, a photocopier) can be flexed into
the house of print. Printmaking’s range and
chameleon nature provide it with a dynamic
graphic language that straddles contemporary and historical technologies.

3)

It’s difficult to imagine this as an either/or
situation. As with any medium, printmaking has an inherent language and history
that informs how the artwork can be read.
This content might hum more quietly in the
background when the technique has been
used in such a way as to draw more attention to the aesthetic and conceptual concerns that the artist brings forward. An artist may choose printmaking specifically to
address ideas that can be supported, enhanced, or questioned by the nature of print
itself which may include dissemination, the
multiple, repetition, the copy, surface, pro-

paganda, or pop culture. I don’t think that
print operates any differently than other mediums where materiality can be more or less
prominent, but I do think that print lends itself to a unique set of concerns inherent to
its techniques and machinery.

4)

This is indeed a challenge, especially given
the immediacy of entertainment and information at hand today as students are often
less used to investing their time in order to
achieve results. I don’t believe in avoiding
the classical techniques, however, as students are still drawn to them and the possibilities that these mediums present both
aesthetically and conceptually are worth
encouraging. I do think that teaching a few
of the easier and quicker print methods is
a relevant and important strategy, both for
having students engage with the qualities
of those techniques themselves, but also
as a way of making printmaking approachable. It can be helpful if students have an
entry point that gives them a sense of how
print works, which can then make the more
complicated techniques seem less daunting. I’ve also found that many students will
rise to the challenge and will surprise themselves with their ability to understand and
make great use of complex print processes.

5)

We have classes right from the first year
of our program through to the fourth year
that incorporate digital technology and traditional techniques. It’s the view of our program that these are not in conflict with each
other but rather iterations of the same language of the multiple, the translation of image through a matrix, and a collaboration
between artist and technology. We embrace
the idea that printmaking contains an ongoing and evolving conversation between
contemporary technology and historical
methods. You communicate with and add
your own voice to the chorus that precedes
you when pulling an etching or carving a
woodblock. The newer technologies simply
add to this ongoing conversation and ask
us to consider what’s changed, what’s remained the same, and what new aesthetic
and conceptual concerns are possible. Newer techniques don’t replace older ones, they
simply become added to the vocabulary
available to artists as part of printmaking.

Heather Leier,
an assistant professor in the Department of Art –
University of Calgary, Canada
https://www.ucalgary.ca/

1)

In my opinion printmaking is a vital area
of contemporary art. Through printmaking techniques and processes, artists are
able to bridge the visual languages associated with drawing, photography, painting,
digital methods and sculpture while simultaneously producing work that is uniquely print. Part of what makes printmaking
such an exciting field to work in for me is
the ability to not only produce images but
make work that challenges the conventions
of the aforementioned media by exploring
the potential of the material surface.
The ability to create multiples is still an
exciting aspect of printmaking to me as it allows for vast and dynamic methods of dissemination. When we are able to create
prints in multiples, we are able to share them
and therefore our ideas with multiple communities simultaneously. Further, by having multiples, artists are able to take greater
risks with the dissemination of their workthe same piece can be installed in a gallery
while another impression is ephemerally
pasted to the exterior of a building. Art reflects and references contemporary life and
by creating multiples, print artists are able
to disseminate these reflections in a timely
and broad manor in order to have the most
effective social and critical impact.

2)

Printmaking fits within the context of contemporary art in that it naturally challenges
conventional disciplinary boundaries. As
print artists, we are always borrowing materials and methods from mass-image-producing industry while understanding scientific principals in order to manipulate
materials to our advantage. Right now, I
see a major resurgence of craft within contemporary art and I think that printmaking
has always sat right at this nexus of fine art
and fine craft. Under the auspice of printmaking, there is vast diversity in the use of
materials and processes as well as concepts
and methodologies which is also a defining
feature of contemporary art.

Ultimately, I consider the way in which
printmaking is a social art making practice to be one of the most vital aspects of
this media particularly in a contemporary
context. Most printmakers work in shared
studio spaces and therefore form community by making work alongside one another. In a world where so much social interaction happens rapidly via digital technology,
it is often essential for printmakers to work
communally, sharing physical resources,
which propels us to communicate and collaborate on a regular basis. In this way, I
believe that printmaking has the ability to
continue to be a socially transformative media. Therefore, to me, one of the greatest
roles of printmaking in contemporary art is
not necessarily the prints themselves, rather, it is the space and sense of community
that is formed during print production.

3)

The method in which an artwork is produced automatically carries meaning. It is
just as integral for me to continually contemplate and choose an appropriate media
for the concept that I am working through
as it is to choose the avenue in which the
work is disseminated and displayed. In a
similar vein, I think that creating multiples
is a choice that carries meaning. I always
ask myself, is it important or necessary for
this work to be made as a multiple?
A great deal of my print work has had to
do with memory and at times I have chosen to print deeply psychologically engaged
memory centred works through photo-intaglio because the process involves forcing
ink below incisions in the surface of a plate
before wiping it clean and printing. Akin to
recollecting moments from one’s past, the
process of intaglio, allows one to extract
what lies below the surface. In my opinion,
the strongest work is made through a technical approach that supports and contributes to the concept or meaning in the work.

4)

In my opinion, the answer to this question is
more about prevention than reaction. I prefer to ask myself, how do we, as educators,
prevent our students from feeling discouraged? The answer for me, lies in classroom
community building. In printmaking we already have the advantage of our students
relying on shared space and equipment so
why don’t we work to build a community in
this space in which collaboration is valued
and students have a shared sense of ownership and pride? I have found that when the
print studio and print class become community minded, each person’s success is the
class’s success and when someone is struggling with a challenging task there are always other students around to offer support.
This can often prevent students from getting
to that place of discouragement. This requires emotional labour and an investment
in our students as whole, dynamic people
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as well as the demonstration of enthusiastic, positive, and encouraging behaviour on
the part of the instructor. In my recent experience, I have found that students are excited to engage with and learn traditional processes because they are forced to slow down,
work methodically and physically manipulate materials- all of which are discouraged
in our fast-paced society.

5)

This is a question I do not have a straight
answer to. I have tried different approaches to introducing and balancing traditional
techniques and new digital technologies in
print classes and I honestly think that it is
something that I will always be evaluating
and adapting. In every class, it is important
for me to decide what the course outcomes
are and what fundamental skills students
should gain in the class throughout the semester. I use these as my guiding principles
while designing the course. This more often than not, has led me to introduce more
traditional techniques at the beginning of
a semester that I then build on, scaffolding
knowledge throughout the course and ending with the incorporation of digital technologies. That said, throughout every course,
I share a diverse variety of artworks in the
given media(s) that include all sorts of conceptual and technical approaches. It is important to me to continually make students
aware of the potential of printmaking, even
if I am sharing techniques and processes
that I will not be able to cover in the class. In
this way, having work up in the studio and
sharing physical prints is an integral part of
my pedagogy. I always let my students know
that I am teaching them particular techniques and processes and that there are often other approaches that are just as valid.
Additionally, it is integral to learn that printmaking is always expanding and evolving
so there are infinite possibilities for creative
production beyond what I can typically offer
in a course. Lastly, whenever possible, I encourage students to share their own knowledge with the class. Having knowledge sharing projects has empowered students in
my classes to research and learn both traditional and newer digital approaches to
printmaking and share them with the class,
passing on that knowledge. These kinds of
activities also help to strengthen the community of the print class by making learning a
truly communal experience.

Ingrid Ledent
Professor at Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp,
Belgium
https://www.ap.be/en/royal-academy-fine-artsantwerp

1)

Of course because every medium can be a
tool for an artist to create a piece of art.

vating my students to use the traditional
litho-techniques but in a renewing and contemporary way and in combination with
new technical possibilities such as computer print, video, audio, … I stimulate them to
take part in national and international exhibitions, awards and symposiums. In other words, to make contacts with other cultures, other visions, other opinions. Thanks
to this, the litho-department became again
attractive to young students.
Today there is an increasing number of
students, from Belgium as well as from other European countries, USA and Asia. We
have a successful department now.
Since September 2017 I am also professor at the Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts.
I was asked to build up a new lithostudio.
A big challenge and a fantastic opportunity to stimulate young people to use the old
litho techniques.

2)

I do believe that printmaking techniques
have the same role as any other technique.
They are a medium to create contemporary
art.

3)

This all depends on how the artist uses these
techniques. In spite of the fact that I strive
for technical perfection, it is my belief that
technique stays inferior to the content and
artistic appearance of an artwork. In my
opinion the mastery of technique does not
automatically guarantee the creation of an
artwork but it is, for sure, a necessary tool.

4)

Since 1984 I’m Professor of Lithography
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp and it is my engagement, to give
young people a sound knowledge of lithography. And indeed, this challenge was not
always that easy. In the nineties the interest
for the traditional printmaking techniques
was pushed away by the new media. Since
then there have long been two polarised
points of view in printmaking. On one hand
a tendency to completely remove traditional techniques and on the other a tendency
to preserve them.
Just few of the talented young people in
that time were still attracted by traditional printmaking. This phenomenon leaded
in many Art Academies and Institution to
shut down the printmaking department.
The Academy of Antwerp took the decision to keep on supporting the “old” techniques what gave her in that time the image
of a “traditional” or “classical” institute.

5)

Technique is not the aim, but a medium
to create artistic expressions and from
this point of view we went on working at
the Academy of Antwerp. I kept on moti-
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1)

We live in a world dominated with multiple images whether they be through Google
Street Views, internet pop-up ads, or Instagram posts. The fact that printmaking addresses the idea of the multiple image and
the mass communication of information
through both its history and inherent physical properties, makes it a powerful tool for
artists who want to comment on and criticize aspects of our media saturated world.

2)

Contemporary art has come to encompass
every type of practice from the use of cutting edge technology such as recombinant
DNA in bioArt, to community-based projects which happen outside formal gallery
spaces. Part of the breadth in the contemporary art world has also meant a return
to valuing and reframing traditional art
forms such as Renaissance underpaint-

ing techniques, drawing, and craft practices. I believe print media occupies an interesting and unique niche in contemporary
practice because it is actively bridging both
traditional techniques and new technologies in a relatively seamless way. Artists can
still pull prints by hand but now from laser
cut or 3D printed matrices. Similarly, digital printmaking is mixing both digital and
analog photography practices, digital image manipulation, and hand printing processes. This combined with the democratic
nature of print media and its ability to disseminate information on a large-scale, positions it as a valuable and flexible tool for
many artists.

the physical media and the basics of foundational art thinking (composition, line
weight, tone etc.). Once students have a
basic understanding of a traditional technique, digital technologies are introduced.
My approach to digital media is to teach it
both as a stand-alone print technique while
emphasizing the numerous and innovative possibilities to integrate it with the traditional processes. Ultimately students are
encouraged in their independent work to
choose the print processes which best communicate their ideas whether that be traditional, digital, or a hybrid of the two.

3)

Printmaking has long been criticized for
emphasizing technical prowess over concept and in some cases that criticism has
been justified. However, traditional techniques do have a unique visual weight and
richness. The most interesting and effective
works of print necessarily have the marriage of in-depth conceptual development
and appropriate technical quality. Concept
cannot be conveyed properly when overshadowed by technical difficulties and similarly, technical ability in and of itself says
little about ideas or outwardly expansive
thought. Where contemporary print practice is particularly exciting is when artists
are finding conceptual ties between process
and ideas, or where they are exploring the
meaning and symbolism of the printmaking process itself.

4)

There is a definitive struggle in the contemporary studio class in teaching slower, process orientated techniques such as
printmaking. We live in a culture that is
habituated to and values immediate gratification, and the printmaking process is the
exact opposite of that. Emphasizing the inherent and unique qualities of traditional
media and the craftsmanship and value involved in the handmade is one way to get
over this pedagogical and psychological
“hump”. It is also helpful to point out the
logical fallacy that “faster equals better” –
that less physically demanding medias
such as digital photography or digital painting may yield more effective results solely
because they are “faster”. Creative ability
is based on practice, intimate knowledge of
media, and in-depth interrogation of ideas.
The artists who are accomplished at producing digital work have logged as many
hours practicing and learnt from making
as many mistakes as the traditional printmakers. There are no shortcuts.

5)

Traditional techniques will always form the
back bone of teaching print media. Learning the hand-based techniques gives students a strong base for understanding both

The skills embodied in practitioners also
help us to understand earlier forms of production and distribution and keep alive
practical knowledge which may have future
applications in addition to current benefits. We have ex-students who have set up
screen, litho, etching and digital print workshops across the UK and internationally who all use their skills to support other
artists and community groups. Sometimes
working with marginalised groups they contribute to the health and education of their
localities whilst also creating the infrastructure to make their own work. The satisfaction and pleasure which many people derive from these forms of making and the
way in which print workshops act as social
hubs and sites of exchange remains valuable. They can provide an entry to point for
making and understanding art and as images are central to our imaginations, and
ways of figuring the world, sharing and discussing them is likely to remain central to
society.

2)

Jo Stockham
Professor
Royal College of Art
London, UK
www.rca.ac.uk

1)

Yes, despite the anticipated demise of print
and rise of a post print culture the questions raised by multiplication and distribution of the image have never been more
important. The rise of the web has meant
that images circulate in decontextualized
ways and are remixed, which has parallels with the work of early printers of chapbooks, books, posters, magazines where images were made, copied, remixed and sent
out into a wider world with no knowledge
of how they may be understood, shared or
copied.
Despite the anticipated demise of print
and rise of a post print culture, printed material and objects continue to be a vital part
of contemporary art, social and economic
practices.
I have always taught Print as an expanded field which includes valuing print as an
historic carrier of culture with all the aesthetic, social and political implications of
that role. We need artists who can think critically about images and use graphic skills
and technical expertise of all kinds which
are being re-inflected and given a new impetus by all forms of digital technologies.
Questions of the copy, the original, the
way images migrate and how different print
traditions mix in a global context, make the
study of print a good site for understanding
and discussing the stories and issues which
emerge from trade, migration and globalisation.

There are many artists who used print as
a medium or printed matter as a material or starting point for work in other mediums, who would not describe themselves
as Printmakers. What the print academic
Ruth Pelzer-Montada has called Print as
art and Print in art allows a re-imagining of
the field so that ephemera, the archive and
found image as book, magazine, textile, becomes a vital part of the field. As she said
in an email to me;
The pervasiveness of print in contemporary art has led MOMA curator Sarah Suzuki to speak of a ‘stealth renaissance of
print’ and founder and editor of the journal ‘Art in Print’ Susan Tallman argues
that ‘printification’ is a hallmark of contemporary art.
Many artists’ paintings, installations and
moving image works are actually print-reliant and because many print-based artists
work in many mediums perhaps the term
printmaking itself needs rethinking. The
reason some people choose not to call
themselves printmakers is because of misguided notions of printmaking through exposure to unambitious and poor work or
prejudice about the divide between craft
and intellectual work which is particularly
strong in Britain.
The ubiquity of the digital can sometimes make manual ways of making more,
not less desirable. With our growing understanding of the emotional, social, environmental and economic effects of digital media there is an increasing interest
in slowness and hands-on material engagement. This can be harnessed by artists to make valuable social critique which
may challenge models which dismiss older forms of making as essentially regressive and the digital as essentially progressive. New hybrid forms are emerging which
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make such thinking appear increasingly
simplistic.
Printed images cross many disciplines, so
that the diagram, medical illustration, comic book or sales catalogue of earlier times
and the nature of the archive as a source
may provide collage material and reference
points. Forms of inter-disciplinary work
such as arts/science collaborations are increasing as boundaries break down often
giving printed matter and exploration of
shared technologies a central role in contemporary research practice

3)

Many artists use the technical implications
of a particular medium as an essential part
of the works’ meaning, the split between
form and content being a false one. There
will be artists who use print as a means to
an end and their work may be printed by
someone else who will interpret their ideas.
Printmaking in this sense is a kind of translation. For others the technical investment
in the work itself is the value, though it may
be at the expense of an interesting image
and the pursuit of purely technical perfection can get in the way of developing work.
There is no doubt that that in the most
successful and persuasive work, conceptual, technical and aesthetic choices complement each other and are inseparable.
I would argue that all traditional methods have untapped potentials intrinsically and in combination with new media. I
am interested in the use to which any medium is put, the ways in which form and
content interact. Etching has an impress
of line/plate that it different from any other way of image-making and the sculptural dimensions of print, as with all forms
of collograph and relief print, can create
something unlike anything else and for that
reason have particular potentials which can
give quality to an image. Many print media
have an implicit relation to earlier images
and different print traditions which can allow artists to critically reflect on earlier images. There needs to be an understanding
of how contemporary issues and technologies may change the way an historic image
is understood. It is not enough to imitate
past models and assume they have value today.

4)

The way any method is introduced will
have something to do with whether it is discouraging or not. It helps however if there
is a purpose, not all students need all techniques and working out what might be useful is complex, especially with large numbers. Having good examples of what is
technically possible that also test things
conceptually is an ideal situation to work
from. Time-consuming work will always
discourage students who are time- pressed
and finance-poor, especially if materials
are expensive, but engagement with slow

processes can also give students a space
to think. There also has to be flexibility in
teaching, an understanding that there are
several ways to achieve things technically
not one way. Inflexibility in teaching can
make student anxious and limit their capacity to develop work and combine different media. Experimentation, making use of
accident and error and inventing solutions
to new problems seems part of the attraction of print for many students. This kind
of improvisational material problem solving, an ability to work with materials of different kinds is becoming rarer as any kind
of making is remove from school education.
The collaborative skills of workshop practices are also desirable transferable skills in
a world which increasingly demands teamwork and social skills. Many print students
are ideal researchers as the need for good
organisation and creatively questioning
methods when making prints can spill out
into other areas of work. The bridging of
the technical and conceptual is needed by
all artists, the need to translate all kinds of
work into digital images for participation in
exhibitions, residencies, an online presence
etc. is ever increasing, so the difference between a screen presence and a hard copy
presence is making the function of each
zone more apparent.
We are increasingly seeing engagement
with materials viewed as a relief from working with the computer. There are quite a
number of students for whom work which
is time-consuming and repetitive but involves the body seems to be an antidote to
the pace of life in the city, an active choice
that is not necessarily nostalgic as it once
might have seemed but political, a refusal
to work at computational speed at a desk.
Also the satisfaction of generating thought
through making needs time and this slowing down of attention can be both a subject, a call to reflect on time itself and a way
of accessing a different experiential space.
It has to be acknowledged that making
complex work on the computer is also very
time-consuming and it is not easy to make
good work in any medium.
Self-publishing is another area where
print students can excel, a customised cover for a small book can make it stand out
from a plethora of digitally printed books.
Paper-based printing, screen, litho, risograph and access to a guillotine can give
students ways of making publications, mixing text and image both collaboratively
and for their own work. Thinking spatially by laying things out and moving images around in relation to each other can often be more fluid in hard copy than on the
computer, and different ways of making excite and interest different people.

5)

I think they need to be taught as a continuity not as an opposition, both are about
multiplying and sharing images, and even

the mediums such as screen-print and litho
which now seem most craft-like, grew from
a desire to share something. What seems
unique to Print and to the digitised image
is that they are both sites where very different gestures are combined and made
equal, text and image, the drawn and the
photographic in particular. What hard copy
analogue print has over digital print is the
sheer variety of its line, substrates, forms
and scales and the many gaps in the process where the maker can intervene and
change things. You can argue that digital
print has almost the same variety but the
policy of making error-free prints and standardising copy, built into both software and
hardware, means it is often difficult to really nuance digital output without good understanding of calibration and the difference between RGB and CYMK colour. It is
also difficult to stop digital print mid-process to alter work, feeding in odd substrates
and playing with mixes of digital ink is
also discouraged when machines are delicate and cost thousands of pounds. Such
standardisation limits creative production,
however we have had students who have
repurposed old digital printers and with
knowledge of coding and electronics they
have made experimental printers, a kind of
hacking which is in the spirit of print thinking. The advent of 3D printing and scanning has added other tools to the capturing
and materialising of the image. An ever increasing range of materials can be printed
in 3D and the lowering costs of the printers
themselves means that they are a new addition to many print workshops. Used widely
in medical and architectural research and
product design their use in fine art offers
another site where material thinking works
across a wide range of disciplines can be
enhanced by print understanding.
Digital print is also a continuation of analogue print in the need to understand paper and ink, how ink sits and mixes, and the
difference between RGB and CYMK is very
important. Mediums can also be mixed in
any number of combinations as there is no
longer any strict divide, so plates and films
made digitally are printed and transformed
through other processes such as laser cutting and 3D print which might then be
hand-inked and printed manually. I don’t
think we have even begun to really test out
how these combinations can contribute to
new work and in this sense I think digital
print has made the whole field more significant. With the cost implications of constant
computer upgrades there are already many
questions being raised about our reliance
on the digital and the environmental impact of these tools. Simpler presses which
need no upgrades and can perform reliably
for centuries will always have a role in image making if they remain accessible.
As already mentioned, self-publishing is
another area where print students can excel, a customised screen-print cover for a

digitally printed book can make it stand
out and make handling it a pleasure. Paper-based digital printing, Screen, Litho,
Risograph and access to a guillotine can
give students ways of making publications,
mixing text and image both collaboratively
and for their own work. Dissertations and
even PhDs can be given qualities and affective content through good use of these
understandings. What is our relationship
to the hand and the handmade? This is
increasingly a general question, making
print, where the intertwining of the hand
with the mechanical and technical has always been central, an ideal site for exploring these questions.
In my own work being able to print an
object in colour with what is essentially plaster excites me, particularly because
having trained as a sculptor my own thinking about print has always been that the
plate or page is a space to be orchestrated.
I think of even flat prints as very thin sculptures; hybrid spaces where differences can
be celebrated and conversations can happen. 3D printing extends my understanding of print and I look forward to developing this work in combination with older
methods.

Karen Kunc
Cather Professor of Art
School of Art, Art History & Design
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
www.karen-kunc.com

1)

Printmaking is essential in the comprehensive art field. It is part of human nature and our instinct to repeat, to discover a way for efficiency in making, to
edit for essential shapes and layers, and
to consider the time for visual essence
to evolve. This recognizes that the stages
of print processes are an art-making instinct that many artists share and develop. The history of the graphic arts is vital
to understand how communication of ideas
and images took place. This could be
the story of the processes, of the artists,
of the means for transmission. It could be
called the “Printed Road” and need to be
taught, and seem of similar importance as
“The Silk Road”, and equally captures the
imagination of how all this visual printed
transmission came to be.

2)

In contemporary art now, there is a need
for printed effects and printed aesthetics. I
call this a need for “printed-ness”, defined
as a visual quality that we can identify
that something is not direct, that the printed mark references the matrix, to the other place where the image/shape/design is
generated, that there is a refinement to the
edge and to its printed effect.
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This is a very fine-tuned essence that
not everyone is aware of, or cares about,
but we are all affected by these qualities.
Yet this very complexity of knowledge, of
awareness, is what causes the misunderstanding of the role of the print and “printed-ness”….something hard to explain, that
often de-generates into tech-talk, that can
seem obscure and boring, and is only for
specialists. Yet, in this day and age we are
all experienceing the distance from actual
physical printing more and more, so there
is more confusion than ever, and we know
of insidious dismantling of the authority of
the printed resource, the inability to recognized truth, or to trust in the quality of impression, and purpose of the print.

3)

I believe that the multiplication of images
and democratic nature and history of the
print is still the advantage of the print, to
be able to send authentic messages out
there around the world, without fear of
rarity, exclusivity, high cost. And in fact,
many print artists are adopting the many
contemporary strategies that occupy artists today, with installation presentations,
performance, mass distribution, site based
experiences, moving away from limited
editions, and gallery-base venues, to alternative ways to show work, with unlimited
explorations of where and how the print
can be, and self-generated routes for promotion, sales, exchanges. It is a very empowering state of affairs for the print and
the printmaker now.

gratification! The true message of the print
course experience is learning about oneself – the discipline required, the power to
figure out how to do, the determination to
continue in the face of failure, and to not
clean up and go away but to persist in this
moment to try again. These learning experiences all help to hone out what one wants,
to learn of one’s personal criteria, to train
the eye to see these minute differences and
characteristics that are right on. To feel the
accomplishment and transformation that
printmaking can do to their usual mark, to
elevate and analyze more about what they
see.
Of course, now everyone is blending and
including the digital print, and other machine tools to create the matrix, and that
is nothing new, just new tools are always
coming along, and print artists invariably
are the ones who want to test and challenge
what these tools can do and contribute.
The interface between new and traditional is interesting and needs to be compared,
tested, to raise the level and criteria above
novelty or “easy”. We see the young artists
who find that working with their hands in
printmaking answers a great need for them
physically, mentally, aesthetically, as the
digital age is not new to them, and they
are tired of sitting at the computer…and we
all will find that we need to move physically for our health, and to be truly human.

4)

All of the traditional techniques and processes have an inherent meaning, stemming from the history, how the process
gives certain visual qualities, how this affects the art and the artist’s meaning; there
is a resonance to the means of making. One
needs to consider how the process is right
for the image, for the maker, for the time,
for the expression. Yes, there is value in
questioning “why does this need to be a
print in this way”, but artists can come up
with the answers! They can consider the
history, the weightiness of effort, materials,
legacy, commitment to resolution, of purpose, of mystery, of discovery.

Lorena Pradal
Currently Professor in charge of the research and
experimentation workshop in lithography of the
Museo Ernesto de la Cárcova / The National
University of Arts in Argentina
http://litografiaargentina.blogspot.com/

It does seem that students are adverse to
hard work, and the inherent delay of the
process… now we have so much instant

Personally I think printmaking is a way of
seeing and thinking through a language
(not only a technique) that also implies the

5)

1)
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development of other skills: conscience,
perseverance, discipline.
In times like this where we lack corporei
ty and awareness of the present in a continuous state of construction, engraving is the
mark that is fixed and stopped on a more
human time.

as artists, we must create work that functions to any and all viewers. Therefore, any
technique must enhance or elevate that story or idea while not calling attention to itself; a balance of concept and technique is
essential, in my opinion, to create a successful piece. The final artwork must succeed
based on its idea/concept and not purely
on technique.

2)

Here in Argentina, my country, printmaking was reborn in some way and is being
taken by young artists because it allows exploration and experimentation that enable
a certain contemporary imprint.
I think for artists there is no category of
obsolete, if we believe in the technical not
as an end in itself but as a medium to express ideas.

3)

I think engraving is not only a technical
gloating, but a way of thinking, therefore it
does not end in the skill.

4)

Optimistically I find more and more young
people interested in learning printmaking,
of course as a teacher I try to incorporate a
thought and a way of seeing the techniques
that bring not only the techniques as something learned from memory, I see in the
workshop the possibility of showing them
an exploration territory, a laboratory and a
historical baggage that referenced this process in the field of knowledge production.
For example, when teaching lithography,
I explain from alchemical and molecular
questions, even as Aloys Senefelder in his
own words develops and discovers the technique.

5)

I think they can go hand in hand without
bothering and that the history of engraving was always associated with the development of new technologies in the printing
press, personally I do not see it as a contradiction.
All printing techniques have once been
subordinated to a commercial function and
then have been taken by artists as an independent language.
In the case of lithography, it went from
printing scores to later being taken by
Daumier, Goya or Picasso as an independent language.

M. Aragon – Aplacado,
2016, aquatint created
on hand-drilled copper
matrix, 1295 × 965 mm
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1)

Printmaking will always be an active and
engaging medium; printmaking techniques
or the multiple image are, and will always
be relevant in any aspect of contemporary
art, and life. Newspapers, posters, books,
etc. benefit from the history of the printmaking tradition and while these are commercial approaches of the medium, they
carry the essence of the printmaking practice.
Artistic approaches of printmaking techniques are always evolving, digital and new
technologies open new ideas and methods
in the creation of multiple images, and artist printmakers are always at the edge of
adapting and exploring these new ventures
expanding new ways of creating artwork.

2)

Printmaking is another tool available for
artists to create visual imagery; there are inherent characteristics, which are unique to
this medium, that are sometimes vital for
the artist to create or fulfill his vision. The
role of printmaking or the multiple image
will always have a place in contemporary
art, its use will depend on the need of the
artist(s) to convey his/her message.
As I mentioned before, printmaking is always advancing, developing fresh and exciting new ways of creating images; for this
reason alone, printmaking will always be
present in contemporary art, it has always
been that way for this medium throughout
art history.

4)

This has not been my experience; it is true
that a quicker simpler approach tends to
make the medium more accessible to students; however, after exploring the basics of
a technique, students always end up wanting to explore them further. Therefore, the
teaching of traditional techniques is, needless to say, inherently essential to the curriculum. There are, and will always be, students who are discouraged by the medium,
but that’s a matter of the medium not being
the right fit for their artwork or voice; this is
true with any other medium.
Making the teaching of the medium in a
more accessible way is definitely a smarter
way of introducing the process, you do not
want to overwhelm a student, or anyone for
that matter, right away; there is a pace and
course to its instruction and that should always be taken into consideration for a more
successful retention of students or mentees.

5)

In the classroom, I always introduce traditional techniques during the beginning
courses; this teaches the student the history of the medium as well as patience, determination and hard work. Once they have
experienced the basics of traditional techniques, I introduce digital or alternative
approaches in creating multiple images to
open up the mediums available for the creation of their project(s); in the end it’s more
about their idea and the final image than
just the process itself. Concept without a
strong finish product is not enough, just like
flawless technique is not enough to carry an
image into a successful piece.

3)

I believe it is both, printmakers love process; it is one of the reasons that an artist
defines oneself as a printmaker. The techniques add a great deal of new visual vocabulary to the art world, which is why
printmakers will continue to experiment
and push traditional techniques, developing new and exciting ways of creating multiple images as well as mark-making.
At the same time, the technique should
not get in the way of the idea or concept;

1)

Yes. It is a process that explores, through its
very nature, ideas and concepts surrounding the visual, conceptual and rigor of the
“Multiple” in contemporary art. Moving
past the conversations of technique, historical practice and the ritual of the edition,
the “Multiple” within the printed form is a
unique conversation specific to Print that
touches and informs through history all
other forms of art making, photography,
sculpture, film and video, etc. This process,
built from industry expands further into
the rolls and systems of commercial practices such as design, manufacturing, global
identities and personal bias. Through the
systems of Printmaking as a jumping board
we then understand greater notions of contemporary practices as long as we do not fix
ourselves to that one pillar but allow ourselves to understand and champion all the
systems and movements connected to it.

2)

Yes. Very much so. Especially now where
artists in other fields are aggressively borrowing from the visual and conceptual
framework of print.

3)

Yes, they do. It is only when an artist chooses to lock the technique into itself as merely a romanticized notion of a form of making. Any technique has a loaded manner to
it that can expand itself beyond its visual
presence.

4)

Now more than ever students are hungry
for all techniques and technologies. Their
aptitude for making feeds off of the instructor via passion and interest. If an instructor
shared knowledge of any sort that they are
interested in a student will be wise to this.
On the other side if an instructor is sharing
knowledge by “phoning it in” without interest then the student will pick up on this and
share either consciously or unconsciously
a similar bias. It comes down to how any
technique or idea is expressed as information that can then be adapted for the audiences. In addition, now more than ever
students are having a keen interest in the
hand-made, even notions of the fabrication
of the tools required to making a print (needle, Burnisher and a press) as a reaction to
the post-digital.

5)
M. Mitchell – For Whom You Build 2, 2014, 32‚000 handmade boxes ‚silkscreen,
Ink, labour, paper, glue

Mitch Mitchell
Associate Professor, Print Media
Concordia University
Montreal, QC, Canada
www.mitchmitchellart.com

Through concept, excitement and the challenge of rigorous exploration.

which creates new value more frequently
than before.
We are always prepared to welcome students to get inspired by the traditional techniques so to stand out contemporarily.

5)

Ryuta Endo
Professor at Musashino Art University, Japan
www.ryutaendo.com

1)

What we take in mind is that we do not
show the comparison between the two technology. Instead, it’s time to end the comparison and make them coexist will enrich
and spread the value of printmaking. The
digital technology will continue to develop and handwork will be treated more at
the same time. I believe in this relationship
that it will enhance the printmaking expression in various fields of Art.

Printmaking is not just a method of duplicating same images. The process has contingency and possibility in which one of
them could show us with its appearance
like no other. This is the creativity in the experience of printmaking. From other perspective, its controlled plurality creates reasonable extensibility and the relationships
to society.

2)

Printmaking still takes an important role in
the relationships between art and society.
Across generations, it is always with populace. As one of media with strong affinity
to publications, ability to comprise illusion,
and more importantly, ability to touch in
real, it stands out in the field of contemporary art.

3)

Tanja Softic
Professor of Art
Department of Art and Art History
University of Richmond
http://tanjasoftic.com

4)

Is this really a question? No, we do not
need it in a sense that we do not need Latin language. What kind of answer would
one give to a person that asks why is Latin still taught? I mean, after everyone rolls
their eyes?
So, rather than simply answering with
the obvious “yes”:
Printmaking is the progenitor of all media and we really cannot talk about the
function, impact, concepts within emerging media and concepts they generate-- unless we know about the history of multiples
and printmaking technologies. Language
of printmaking is the language used in contemporary graphic arts and printing applications and technologies—and I am speaking about methods of image-making and
actual language we use to describe processes, principles and outcomes.

The history of printmaking in Japan is exceptional. Ukiyoe-Hanga, prints of everyday life in Edo period, was processed in
polyethism ran by craftsman.Artist and
craftsman working together has sublimate
Ukiyoe into unique space expression. As
westernization goes and the process has
shifted, artist himself has started to handle plate making and printing, continued
to master the techniques of craftsmanship.
Japanese printing has developed by
those built up techniques and concepts as
a whole package. Most of outstanding artworks hold individual ideas and hold technical quality. It can also be said to Japanese art’s characters. To talk about the art
of printmaking in short, the techniques create unique concept, originality in concept
improves the techniques, both of two are in
the relation to completion.

1)

In recent years, students show their interest
into traditional printmaking. Minority yet,
they use traditional techniques for experiments.
It is inspiring for them, whose been
called as the generation of “digital natives”,
to actually experience in physical ways,

2)

I feel that printmaking is ideally positioned to be the linchpin among traditional
and emerging media, technique- and concept-wise. If medium is the message, at least
to some degree, the message is that of a con-
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tinuum between abstract problem-solving,
graphic image-making and concepts generated, a continuum among the ever-evolving
media of graphic production.

3)

As someone who works across traditional and contemporary printmaking media,
and experiences the “chicken-or-the-egg”
dance between technique, my hands and
my concepts (with unexpected results ever
present to make the whole thing more interesting), I say, emphatically, yes—in printmaking and any other form of visual art.
it’s all part of the content in our work. I believe that it was poet Robert Frost that said
“No discovery for the writer, no discovery
for the reader”. In other words, whatever
our process may be, it will affect our content in deliberate and in unconscious ways.

4)

Among my students, I have those who are
afraid of new technologies and I have those
who find old technologies too cumbersome.
But it has been my experience that those
complaining most bitterly about the time
that takes to create, for example, an etching,
usually have no idea what it takes to create
an original and well-made work in digital
media either! I find that students with great
digital printmaking skills actually crave the
intervention by the hand. And the best artists know that it is all one practice and that
tools and methods of work do not simply
change and succeed each other in some dull,
linear way: indeed, they inform each other!

5)

In both the language I use in the teaching
studio and in my methods, I try to encourage fluid thinking in terms of technology.
Photoshop Magnetic Lasso and a rubber
brayer are both tools we use in making art.

T. Templeton – In Between Clouds, digital, etching, chine colle, gold leaf, 800 × 1181 mm

Tracy Templeton
Associate Professor
School of Art Architecture + Design
Indiana University, Bloomington, USA

1)

Printmaking has and continues to be widely accepted as a democratic medium needed now as ever. Because of its use of editions
and multiples, printmaking’s accessibility allows viewers to experience part of the

original process. It is affordable to a wide
range of demographics and portable for
dissemination. The multiple assumes even
deeper historical resonance as it evolves to
integrate digital forms for a new generation
of audiences, giving voice to all.

2)

As a sustainable, mobile medium, printmaking fits readily into contemporary contexts of art. Easily moved among traditional museum, gallery, and artist-run spaces,
print media can also descend into contextualized art spaces such as street art or popup galleries due to its material nature and
ability to be pasted onto billboards, walls,
and fences. It has been continually reinvented in response to both new and waning technologies—from Xerox to risograph
to letterpress—breathing fresh life into discarded forms of communication technologies in fine art contexts. In a time when
it could be argued that technologies are dividing us, printmaking fosters community,
encouraging collaborations between contemporary artists across geographical and
conceptual borders alike.

tion engrossed in the digital. The interplay
between and diverse variations of technical integration are evidence of an evolving
medium, illustrating its health, adaptability, and receptivity. One of the most sustainable forms of artmaking for bridging technologies, printmaking continues to advance
and inspire artists as it has for centuries.
By alternating between low-and high-tech,
traditional and vanguard, students learn
to appreciate the dimensionality of their
methodology.

3)

3)

Do printmaking techniques in which print
artists have been expressing themselves
have an inherent value as such, or do these
traditional ways only make up a technical
attribute of an artwork which has nothing
to do with its meaning?
Technical media does not exist in a vacuum. Ideas are symbiotic to form, and—although the inherent value may seem indirect at times—the love of one mark, method,
or process over the other has meaning,
however subjective.

4)

How do the teachers in print shops in art
schools deal with the situation that traditional printing technologies are often seen
by students as discouraging? Should they
prefer some easier or passable procedures
avoiding the classical „techné“(the work
made by hands)?
There are immeasurable benefits to slowing down, immersing oneself in process,
and equating substance with effort when
needed. Showing students how to achieve
positive results through problem solving
with purposeful attention to the moments
in between—where unique ideas form only
through introspection, time, and sustained
effort—culminates in a mindset of creative
activity rather than efficiency. Through attention to discovery comes a satisfaction of
the (un)control(lable) so primary to printmaking. As they master the techniques, students discover the satisfaction of bending
the rules and adapting the medium.

5)

Contextualizing technologies for the desired outcome is a crucial skill for a genera-

face: cutting, etching, stencilling, etc.; it can
merge hand generated “drawing” with photographic images to create hybrid visual
structures; it can combine image and text
(engaging text AS image) from the intimate
scale of the book to the panoramic surround of the bill-board. It can employ supports: from paper, (embossed to suggest a
sculptural reading) to plastic sheets, cloth,
board, etc. expanding into room-sized installations. Most of what is now regarded
as “cutting edge” art employs some of the
techniques and sequential processes introduced through printmaking since the middle of the 20th century.

W. Jule – The Negation of the Absolute #1, 2019

Walter Jule
Professor Emeritus
University of Alberta, Canada
www.auarts.ca

1)

It is interesting you chose the word
“branch” since cultural ecology functions
much like nature. While an interwoven and
synergistic complexity is necessary for natural systems to survive, ALL branches of
the arts are necessary for human culture to
thrive. Each human being is born with an
inner predilection which can only be recognized and expressed through an engagement with a particular aspect of the “physical” world.
Some “sensibilities” are enlivened by
playing the cello for instance while others
are awakened by the touch of steel, the collaboration of film-making or the processes of printmaking. No branch is separate.
And, it`s not a question of whether we
need “multiplied images” it`s to question
the difference between “original multiples”
and reproductions!

2)

The role of printmaking in contemporary
art is central because it exists at the “physical” intersection of almost all contemporary studio practice.
Printmaking reveals the nature of materials through the manipulation of sur-

This is a false question! There are about
a dozen possible “sites” where meaning
might be “situated” in any work of art.
They would, of course, include the literal meaning suggested by the “subject”, (a
painting of a burning house has something
to do with a burning house for instance)
but also, quite obviously, would include elements such as: scale (a shout or a whisper),
the structure of the illusory space (favouring a hierarchy of importance perhaps);
colour (as emotion, weight, space symbol,
etc.); the orientation of the picture plane (as
an echo of the “body” in the vertical orientation of the viewer, etc.; what is derived
“quoted, appropriated” from other art;
what the artist does NOT include, etc., etc.
The FIRST expression in any work of
art is: WHAT is it? A painting; a sculpture
a print? My I be blunt: Process is content!
Process, is, in fact, medium! Furthermore…
when someone plays a new piece on the violin the entire history of violin music can
be heard. I often laugh when students say
they have finally found their true identity
through a DNA analysis but treat material processes as if they don`t also embody
history.

4)

Another false question! Doesn’t it go
without saying that everything we do in life
requires encounter with resistance? Every
good athlete trains to exhaustion, every
great musician practices until the music
is not just memorized but internalized so
the performance, while exhausting, might
“sound” effortless.
If some students find work with traditional print techniques “discouraging” it
should be a “red light” for teachers and educational institutions.
It seems more work needs to be done to
help young artists recognize that every resistance they encounter is a teaching and
that with perseverance, resistance can become an necessary allay in the the on-going
process of self-discovery.
While the current fad for the “path of
least resistance” is creating some abysmally
shallow, copy-cat work, there are also many
great younger generation artists who under-
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stand intuitively that if you aren`t up to a
small physical challenge, you are going to
fade pretty quickly when the inner challenges show up.
One might imagine that this is yet another manifestation of a global buy-in to the
idea of the “technological imperative”: if it
is newer, faster, easier, it must be better.
It is however, the “Making” in art that
provides the incremental confidence necessary to release aspiration. Only by learning
the steps in a dance, one at a time through
the body, can one gain the inner poise and
balance to grasp the whole.

5)

When I helped start Canada`s first graduate printmaking program at the University
of Alberta beginning in the early 1970`s,
we developed a sequence of courses which,
from first-year through MFA would introduce all the traditional printmaking techniques, beginning with relief and screen
printing to etching and lithography and
then to the photo-mechanical techniques
in each medium, including digital processes. Graduates from our program were well
versed in all print techniques and therefore
able to make informed choices regarding
which techniques might be most helpful
and positively challenging. The key to the
curriculum has always been to introduce
technical processes in combination so that
the vocabularies might be understood in
consort.
I worked with many students whose explorations evolved to embrace digital and
three-dimensional elements and many others who found the unique tonalities and
resistance of a particular technique (relief
printing or photo-gravure for instance) to be
a vehicle for startling invention. The question must not be of competition between
techniques but of complementarity!
In conclusion, I must observe that the
questions posed seem to me somewhat negatively biased, presenting printmaking, in
particular, as marginalized or under siege.
Why not ask if painting or sculpture are
any longer valid? Or whether there is any
role for the “static” image in a world of
Jumbo-trons?
Maybe we should ask if there is any truly
“cultural” expression or only the commodification of consumer attention?
I fervently hope that if Grapheion is reborn, it will be able to address the amazing
ongoing successes of printmaking and help
make pressing cultural issues intelligible to
the general reader. Thanks for the opportunity to respond and best of luck!

Koichi Yamamoto
Associate Professor
School of Art
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA
www.yamamotoprintmakin.com

1)
No.

2)

A medium

3)

I don’t know

4)

Teaching tradition is foundation but worshipping only in value of process would not
communicate well with overall audiences.
In school setting, we are making art called
print.

5)

I am not going to discriminate mediums.
They are all important and good to know
the large picture.

(to be continued)
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“As of today, it is two minutes
to midnight.”

Sean Caulfield
Beyond Hope and
Despair: Staying with
the Present
Stephanie Bailey

“It matters what we use to think other
matters with; it matters what stories we
tell to tell other stories with; it matters
what knots knot knots, what thoughts
think thoughts, what descriptions describe
descriptions, what ties tie ties. It matters
what stories make worlds, what worlds
make stories.”
Donna Haraway, Staying With the Trouble

On January 25, 2018, the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists announced
that the Doomsday Clock had ticked forward 30 seconds. Developed to illustrate the shifting likelihood of a man-made global catastrophe, the symbolic warning system was first developed by the
scientists who participated in the Manhattan Project in 1947, when
full-scale nuclear conflict became a real possibility and the challenges facing humanity became truly global. This year, as with recent
years, the focus of the threat extended well beyond nuclear annihilation with the scientists citing climate change and cyber warfare in
their rationale for moving us the closest we’ve ever been to our own
metaphorical midnight.
As a global arbiter of dread or hope, the iconic timepiece attempts
to communicate both the urgency and gravity of our collective situation as a species. And in a world swaying precariously on the brink
of ecological collapse alongside actual threats of nuclear disaster,
the Doomsday Clock has never felt more prescient. The timepiece,
however, does not only mark the prospect of our own demise. Sitting
at the intersection of art and science, it also points to the need for
story-telling devices that are capable of capturing the massive threats that exceed our limited human faculties –– threats Rob Nixon
(2011) describes in terms of their “slow violence.” Slow violence names those forms of ecological violence that remain invisible to us
spatially –– due to their global scope and often miniscule scale –– as
well as temporally –– due to their historical and geological scope
and glacially-paced rates of progress. The unfathomable nature of
climate change, for Nixon, necessitates new narrative strategies that
re-conceptualize violence not as an instantaneous, explosive event,
but as an insidious process involving a series of interconnected systems, physical forces, and species that interact in infinitely complex
ways over time and space.
In this proposed era of slow violence, one of the questions that
may provoke contemporary art-making practices committed to eco-

Sean Caulfield is a Centennial Professor in the
Department of Art and Design at the University of Alberta.
He has exhibited his prints, drawings and artist’s books
extensively throughout Canada, the United States, Europe,
and Japan. Caulfield has received numerous grants and
awards for his work. Caulfield’s work is in various public
and private collections.
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logical issues is how might artists create stories that are capable of communicating the enormity and urgency of the situation?
Stories that rouse public sentiment without propping up false
hope or instilling paralyzing despair? Sean Caulfield’s Deadweight –– a large-scale sculptural installation, depicting a dark and
moody post-apocalyptic seascape –– takes up this question in both
its content and form through a rethinking of traditional printmaking. Borrowing its title from a shipping term for the amount of
weight a vessel can safely carry, the installation’s compositional
epicentre takes the form of a boat-like structure that slices through
a darkly stained wooden base carved with waves and dark, oozing
clouds of an oil-like substance. However, the boat’s cargo –– a charred bundle of branches –– does not provide the piece with its visual weight. The “deadweight” instead seems to reside in the weight
of the watercraft itself –– like a toppled gravestone, seemingly too
heavy to remain afloat. Abutting this seascape is a woodcut backdrop, which depicts a gnarled tree burning in relief, mirroring the
free-standing wooden structure that stands, lighthouse-like, in the
foreground. The gestural movement of waves on the floor panels
give the suggestion of forward motion, as if the boat is travelling
away from the burning environmental wreckage towards some imagined site of safety.
Despite this apparent move towards safety, Caulfield’s constructed world does not chart a pilgrimage away from environmental degradation towards a hopeful future. Instead, he creates a sacred place of mourning, a place of worship or solemn reflection.
Grey slippers sit along the edge of the wooden base, arranged toeforward towards the piece, laid out for viewers to wear as they tread
upon the polluted waters through which the boat charts its path.
From the wooden construction of the lighthouse-like structure to
the invitation to don the slippers, we see the trappings of traditional Japanese temples, in which Caulfield has found inspiration for
previous works. Here, however, he subverts the practice of taking
off footwear as a sign of respect. This act of walking on the wooden panels of water feels simultaneously sacreligious –– walking on
the artist’s work –– and reverent –– engaging with the work in an

embodied and reflective manner, while literally walking on water.
By playing with this tension, Caulfield proffers a space in which
to reflect on our internal uneasiness, a dis-ease only exacerbated
as we navigate our present moment between the ruinous scene of
environmental disaster that the boat leaves in its wake and the lighthouse’s guiding light toward an unknown future.
This exhibition builds on Caulfield’s momentum of exploring
the sculptural possibilities of printmaking –– experimenting with
both scale and temporality –– in recent exhibitions, such as The
Flood (2016) and FireDamp (2016). The latter, shown at dc3 Art
Projects in Edmonton, Alberta, featured a work titled “Cloud House,” an ongoing performative sculpture comprising a set of wood
panels arranged into a house-like structure. The work slowly took
shape over time as Caulfield painstakingly carved his mysterious
forms into the black-lacquered maple wood within the gallery. In
Deadweight, for the first time ever, he invites viewers to interact
physically with his act of world-making. While “Cloud House” makes explicit the work of the artist and invites the viewer to contemplate the nature of fabrication, Deadweight asks the viewer to meditate on ways in which they are implicated with the scene. Walking
in and around Caulfield’s seascape, the one thing we can know for
sure is that our footsteps will change this piece slowly, over time
–– making their mark.
In preparing this work, Caulfield drew on the history of nuclear
waste dumping by the Soviets from 1946 to 1993; during this period the USSR (among other nations) disposed of spent nuclear
submarines and reactors by scattering them across the cold floor
of the Arctic Ocean. After decades of sitting on the ocean floor,
some of the most dangerous pieces were thought to be too unstable
to remove, leaving the potential for radioactive material to leak,
which could disrupt commercial fisheries and destroy aquatic ecosystems. Now, as energy companies are seeking to drill for oil in
those same waters, the Russian government –– with the support of
the international community –– has started to clean up the nuclear
waste. And thus functions the global economy in the age of slow
violence: imminent ecological disaster is never fully reckoned with,

but rather infinitely deferred until an unimaginable day in a far
future event.
This background shines a light on the hypocrisies of our current
doomsday moment, where only the prospect and profit of underwater drilling (and its attendant risks of further ecological disaster
as in the case of the Deepwater Horizon) can motivate the cleanup
of nuclear waste. Time and time again, we are lead to confuse economic promise with ecological redemption. Through world-making
and story-telling, Caulfield’s seascape invites the viewer to identify
and sit with these types of contradictions and interrelationships.
Each of his meticulously carved forms or minimalist structures
throb with multivalence and paradox, as one thing is both itself
and its opposite. The boat presents as both life raft and gravestone; the sky both raining (life-giving) and burning (destroying); the
viewer both spectator and participant; the tree both growing and
dying. Every element seems to gesture towards further ambiguity,
avoiding simple dichotomies and binary distinctions.
Similarly, an evocative symmetry develops out of the interplay
between the sky –– with its tree and darkened clouds –– and the
water –– with its boat, the cargo of branches and the pools of leaking oil. These interrelationships do not only exist in the finished
forms that Caulfield has carved and constructed, but also in the
very material itself. The tree and the bundle of branches represent
wood both metaphorically in figure and materially in the raw building material used to create the printmaking woodcuts. In this way,
Caulfield nods at the meandering story of wood as an object in
itself, attuning the viewer’s senses to the messy interconnectedness
and co-constitution of materials and meanings that remain inextricable from any act of creation, even as it often goes unremarked
upon.
While the hope of a more promising future may tempt us to ignore the messy materiality of the present and the past, Deadweight
confronts us with things as they exist at our current crossroads:
hopelessly contradictory and essentially interrelated. The installation asks us to “stay with the trouble” –– in the words of Donna

Haraway –– and to resist the impulse to resolve the irreconcilable.
Such a relationship demands that we truly confront the present,
and what it means to be truly present, with all of the entangled
places, times, matters and meanings of the world we inhabit. By
making it impossible to parse death from life, sky from earth, and
hope from despair, Caulfield’s world invites us to think about the
stories we tell ourselves about ourselves and about our place in this
interconnected world. It creates a space for reflection that drops
the familiar storylines of hope or despair because “[n]either despair nor hope is tuned to the senses, to mindful matter, to material
semiotics, to mortal earthlings in thick copresence” (Haraway 4).
Instead, Caulfield opts to construct a kind of anti-sanctuary that
positions us in our uncertain present moment, a place from which
we can better sense the divine wretchedness of the world we are
co-creating.
Haraway, Donna. Staying With the Trouble. Durham: Duke University Press, 2016.
Nixon, Rob. Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2011.
Stephanie Bailey’s essay was commissioned by the Vernon Public Art Gallery for Sean Caulfield’s exhibition Active Workings,
in 2018
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ArtCamp
LINOCUT II. 31. 3.–26. 5. 2019

A

lmost every fall since 2001, the
Klatovy / Klenová Gallery has
organized (it is, in fact, the only
gallery in the Czech Republic to do so) an
international linocut symposium at Villa
Paula in Klenová. In 2018, the symposium was held for the 17th time. To date, it
has been attended by 117 artists from the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Lithuania,
England, the USA, Australia, and Japan.
Although the symposium has no single topic and artists can chose to create whatever
they like, many find inspiration from the
local surroundings – Klenová Castle and
Chateau, or the nearby natural scenery.

In 2016, the gallery at Klenová Castle
held the exhibition Linocut I, and this year
we have decided to hold a sequel exhibition to show works that were not included
in the first exhibition because of space constraints or because they did not fit with the
other works in terms of motif. The exhibition also includes printed works made at the
symposia in the intervening years in 2016,
2017, and 2018.
Opening reception 30. 3. 2019, 17:00
Exhibition curators: Michal Lazorčík,
Ladislav Sýkora

Miroslava Zychová Linocut with a Little Dog, 2019, linocut

T

ake this unique opportunity to spend
up to three weeks in an international and multi-cultural environment
while gaining or improving your practical
skills in various art courses.
The courses are suitable not only as
preparation for entrance exams at art
universities and colleges but they are also
designed for the general public (age limit
15 years and up) interested in fine arts and
design.
Besides working in and outside the studios the participants can take part in a
cultural programme including workshops,
excursions to museums and galleries, trips
to the places of local interest, sport activities etc.
Since 2005 the ArtCamp international
summer school of art has been giving both
Czech and international particpants the
opportunity to spend up to three weeks in
a creative and inspiring environment while
discovering and developing their talent
and/or preparing for their studies at art
schools.
In terms of its scope, ArtCamp is the
largest summer school of art in the Czech
Republic. Participants of different ages,
nationalities and personal interests meet
and work together on courses led by pedagogues of the Ladislav Sutnar Faculty of
Design and Art and by both Czech and
international visiting artists. The tuition
takes place in the modern studios of our
school and in the open air, with Czech and
English being the main means of communication. The courses are suitable both
for the general public from beginners to
advanced participants and the present or
future art students. Successful participants
receive a Certificate of attendance.
Depending on their focus and interest,
ArtCamp participants can choose their
own combination of courses and length of
their summer studies at the Ladislav Sutnar Faculty of Design and Art (one to three
weeks). The preparatory courses for talent
exams at art colleges and universities (such
as Figure Drawing, Illustration, Fashion
Design and Design) are the most popular
ones. Photographic courses are equally
popular, as are classes focusing on graphic
design, work with 3D modelling software,
interior design and jewellery design. The
list of courses also includes traditional art
techniques such as drawing, painting and
book binding.
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LAUREATES 2017

Graphic art of the year 2017
in Category A – large format
(297 × 210 mm and more)
Jan Měřička
Sea, serigraphy,
1400 × 2450 mm

For the third time under its patronage,
the Hollar Foundation organized
the 24th National Competition Exhibition
Print of the Year 2017 and
the 23rd year of the Vladimír Boudník Award
in the representative premises of the Clam-Gallas
Palace in Prague.

Main award in Category B – small format
Bronislava Bakule Malá – Pillow, linocut, 210 × 297 mm,

In the 24th year of the National Competition Exhibition, we registered 352 works,
a record-breaking number of which 143 works by renowned authors and students
were exhibited. Also this year, the category of author book was included in the
competition where it presented 15 competition works. We awarded 10 works of
the Year awards and the Vladimír Boudník Prize to Josef Hampl. We supported
the student prize with a scholarship. We have reached the highest number of
2100 visitors. We moved the exhibition to Pilsen, where we established regular
exhibition cooperation. We supported the selected Maappi project by talented
autisticist Matěj Hošek. We have implemented several accompanying programs
and made a video teaser for the exhibition and a laureate of the Vl. Boudník
prize, the video has over 100‚000 views on social networks.
The Print of the Year has been held since 1994 and is a national competition
exhibition dealing with contemporary graphic art in the Czech Republic. Every
year, the exhibition presents a diverse range of graphic art works by Czech and
foreign, lay and professional public and draws attention to the developmental
tendencies in this art industry. The aim of Prints of the Year is to mediate
contacts, create awareness, ties, dialogue and friendship among several
generations of artists who regularly participate in exhibitions.
The print of the year is regularly held under the auspices of the Mayor of
Prague, Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, for co-organizing the City of
Prague and the City District of Prague 1.

Student’s graphic art of the year 2017 – Simeona Hošková Award
Adam Líška – At Night, line etching, 690 × 540 mm

Main award in Category D – author’s book
Main award in Category C/B – small format, student work
Adam Panáček – Fisherman, etching, 210 × 290 mm

Lubomír Krupka – author’s book Fake Banknotes,
letterpress, 230 × 210 mm
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Lithography Award
Jiří Kornatovský – Ravel (lithography), 500 × 700 mm

Computer Graphic Award
Relief Print Award
Martin Štěpánek – Sediments
(computer graphics), 1000 × 700 mm

Jan Holoubek – NANO (woodcut), 900 × 700 mm

Intaglio Award
Jiří Hanuš – Metro I – III
(mezzotint), 945 × 635 mm

Serigraphy Award
Alena Kožená – Alps (serigraphy), 1400 × 1000 mm

View of the exhibition The Print of the Year 2017 in Clam-Gallas Palace
Opening of the exhibition
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Dacos, continued in this direction as their
successor.
Since the 1970s, Liège has held its leading position in the field of printed images.
In 1969, the first International Biennial
of Contemporary Prints, designed as a
contest and inspired by the influential
Walloon association titled Association
pour le Progrès Intellectuel et Artistique
de Wallonie (A.P.I.A.W.)1, was held at the
Musée des Beaux-Arts, which was still
located in the rue de l’Académie. More
than 100 artists from 15 countries exhibited their works there; Belgium was represented among others by Dacos, Jean
Dols and Raoul Ubac. The Grand Prix
was awarded to Czech artist Jiří Anderle
for his series of mezzotints called Comedy.
An event that unites

The New Direction

of the Triennial of Contemporary Prints
and the Festival of Prints in Liège
Fanny Moens,
a curator of the International
Triennial of Contemporary
Prints and a coordinator of
the Festival of Prints in Liège,
Belgium

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints 2017, La Boverie
(Ricciotti´s glass hall)
Marina Boucheï Silent Reading, 2016

A few decades ago, the Biennial
of Contemporary Prints in Liège,
Belgium, had anchored in international artistic awareness, and
each of its sequel gathered hundreds of participants from around
the world. Of the hundreds of
candidates, however, only about
forty print artists were selected to
present their work at the exhibition
opening. As of May 2020, this
event will be given a new character,
as it will take place in triennial
rhythm in the future. The prize-winner of the competition will then
receive a prize of 5000 euros.

New wind from Liège
Graphic arts have long been seen as
a means of reproduction rather than a
means of expression or independent art
form. It is often side-lined in the shared
notion that it is an outdated discipline. In
order to break this traditional categorisation and give the art discipline a new identity, we rely on those who are committed to
defending this medium in the broad sense
of the word. The goal of every project and
every exhibition is to support an expanded
and diversified vision of this form of artistic
expression.
A group of artists, art historians and curators was soon set up in Liège to continuously evaluate the contribution of the art
of the print. Since the 1960s, graphic artists Jean Donnay and Georges Comhaire,
pedagogues at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Liège, have been giving their students the
necessary impetus to overcome the limits of
this art field, and later one of their pupils,

After this one-time event in 1969, the
Cabinet of Prints and Drawings of Liège
(Cabinet des Estampes et des Dessins de la
Ville de Liège) took over the task of organising the 1983 exhibition with the support
of a small group of volunteers including
artists and pedagogues, namely Dacos,
Jean-Pierre Rouge, and Françoise Safin.
The repeated Biennial at the Museum of
Modern and Contemporary Art (MAMAC)
presented contemporary trends in the
works of artists from seventeen countries.
After another, this time a ten-year interruption, the art show began to be held on a twoyear frequency.2 At the 2003 Biennial, 500
applications were received; organizers were
enthusiastic, but also congested, discovering the possibilities of internet communication. The quality of the works submitted
for evaluation by the jury offered a comprehensive picture of current trends. The representation of Eastern European countries
was very good: Russians, Bulgarians, Croats, Poles, Yugoslavs, Czechs and Slovaks.
The awarding jury consisted of artists, art
critics and art historians from France, Poland and Portugal. This time it was Sandra Kruisbrink from Holland who won the
prize. To be able to complement the quality of other works, the jury also awarded
three special prizes to Alexander Johannes
Kraut (Germany), Luc Etienne (Belgium)
and Ondřej Michálek (Czech Republic).

1

In 1943, the Walloon movement – in strict secrecy – was already preparing for
the post-war period. Several young scientists suggested creating an organization
of scientists and artists. The association of A.P.I.A.W. (L ‘Association pour le Progrès
intellectuel et artistique) was thus established. Immediately after the liberation, it
carried out a critical analysis of the situation in the field of science and culture
in Wallonia and proposed to integrate Wallonia into the main streams of thought
and creativity internationally. The objective of this association was to prepare
important personalities whose work would connect Wallonia with the modern
world. Two citizens of Liège, Fernand Graindorge (1903–1985) and Marcel Florkin
(1900–1979), worked in this association for about twenty years as its founders.

2

It was caused by technical problems in the buildings of Liège.

Jiří Anderle Comedy N0 7,1968, intaglio, mezzotint, 64 × 49 cm
© Catalogue of the 1969 exhibition, Ville de Liège
Left: Georg Baselitz In the Evening, 2004, etching, sugar lift aquatint, 84 × 65 cm,
© Musée des Beaux-Arts – La Boverie, Ville de Liège

8th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints, Museum MAMAC – La Boverie,
2011, (foreground – works by Marina Boucheï)
© Ville de Liège
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To live with your own time

A new breath in 2020?

The Biennial held in 2009 received 750 applications. In their intention to give space
to contemporary innovative approaches,
the organisers decided to somewhat modify the character of the exhibition. The seventh sequel introduced 40 artists who
practice printing on various materials
(tracing paper, mirror, plexiglass, etc.), using multiple overprints of combined techniques3 or creating installations.
In that small world of graphic arts, the
Biennial would like to be a meeting point
that is not to be missed. The number of
candidates is growing, as is the number of
countries they come from. Some remain
faithful to the Biennial (Brazil, Canada, China, France, Poland), while others are slowly
increasing (Austria, India, Mexico, Russia).
The prizes have been awarded to representatives of various countries: Finland (Outsi
Heiskanen, 1987), Poland (Dominika Sadowska, 2007), Canada (Ross Racine,
2011), Germany (Lola Läufer, 2013), USA
(Grace Sippy, 2015). The prize also includes the promise that the awarded artists
will have their exhibition in one of the city’s
exhibition halls the following year.

After a challenging two-year basis of holding eight sequels of the Biennial and the
Festival of Graphic Arts, the organisers
have decided to take more time to assess
the development of current graphic art
practice. Therefore, as of 2020 the Biennial is transformed into a Triennial, also
because organisers do not want to miss the
thrill of organising the shows. However, its
principles remain unchanged: it is still an
international exhibition of contemporary
graphic art without paid participation or a
specific theme. The works are selected by
the jury and a certain novelty is also the
amount paid to the prize-winner.

Cover of the catalogue of the Festival of Prints (La Fête de la Gravure), 1985–1986
© Patrick Duchêne DR.

The word BIENNIAL goes well with
the word FESTIVAL
In 1985, the first Festival of Graphic Arts
took place together with the exhibition of
the Biennial. As part of this event, all cultural establishments that wished to join the
main event were given the opportunity to
become part of it and thereby to expand the
viewer program of this ‘adventure’ of print
image. Some municipal museums, cultural
centres, schools and art galleries prepared
exhibitions of current trends, popular
groups or well-known graphic artists. For
example, during one of the first Festivals
of Graphic Arts, the main event was accompanied by a remarkable exhibition of
prints by Francisco de Goya (1746–1828)
or Théodor de Bry (Liège, 1528–1598),
as well as lithographs by Bram van Velde
(1895–1981), prints and engraved slates by
Raoul Ubac (1910–1985), Genevieve Asse’s
dry needles or George Baselitz’s prints.
The main aim of the Festival of Graphic
Arts is to include representatives of the local cultural scene and to organise satellite
exhibitions. From the very beginning, the
Festival of Graphic Arts has been expanding beyond the city attracting new partners
from across the province. Already in 2005,
there were fifteen partners (cultural centres, art schools, galleries and museums).
And in 2017, the number of these increased
even further representing thirty parallel exhibitions, conferences and studios.

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints 2017, La Boverie
left : works by Pierre Muckensturm, 2016
Facade of the St. George´s Hall at the 9th International Biennial
of Contemporary Prints in Liège, Beaux-Arts de Liège-BAL, 2013,
(screenprint installation – A. Sampaio, Brazil) © Ville de Liège

The print remains in place
In order to leave a mark after the exhibition, Liège adopted an acquisition strategy
several years ago that allows the Museum of
Art to enrich its collections by purchasing
works of the prize-winners. These are then
displayed in the ‘Black Gallery’, which is
designed to present works on paper.
For nearly fifty years, the city of Liège
has remained faithful to its commitment to
promote graphic art in its transformations,
experiments while expanding its borders.
‘The charm that graphic art exudes on
artists is born from a recurring astonishment that accompanies every freshly printed sheet’, wrote the head of A.P.I.A.W. in
1969. And we know that the diversity of
forms of graphic arts creates its wealth.
I believe that the new Triennial will provide graphic artists with the same kind of
inspiration as the previous exhibitions.

4
11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints, La Boverie
David Cauwe Con-fron-ta-tions, 2016

These are basically drawings and prints from the collection of the original Cabinet of
Prints and Drawings in Liège, which has now been transferred to the collections of
the former Walloon Art Museum and the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art.
Today, these three collections are co-created by the fund of the Museum of Fine Arts,
which was opened in 2016.

5

The black gallery is a dark space with indirect cold lighting, which is activated
only in the presence of the visitor to protect works from light and moisture. For
preventive protection, the works are on display between six and eight weeks.

3

The term a mixed technique refers to the use of at least three print techniques
(traditional or not) to produce the same image.

6

The idea of Ernest Schoffeniels, President of A.P.I.A.W. (taken from the catalog of the
first International Biennial of Print Arts held in Liège in 1969).

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints, La Boverie
right: Giov´ Giov´– Gigposters and Things, 2016
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The History of the Biennials in Liège
1969
International Print Biennale in Liège
Prize-winner: Jiří Anderle
(Czechoslovakia)
Prize for the best Belgian graphic artist:
Jean Dols
Recognition: Doroteo Arnaiz (Spain)
and Dacos (Belgium)
1983
1st International Print Biennale
25 artists from 18 countries
Prize-winner: Alan Green (England)
1985
2nd International Print Biennale
63 artists from 21 countries
Prize not awarded, the exhibition was prematurely suspended for technical reasons.
1987
3rd International Print Biennale
53 artists from 22 countries
Prize-winner: Outi Heiskanen (Finland)
2003
4th International Print Biennale
82 artists from 19 countries
Prize-winner: Sandra Kruisbrink (Holland)
Recognition: Luc Étienne (Belgium),
Ondřej Michálek (Czech Republic)
and Alexander Johannes Kraut (Germany)
2005
5th International Print Biennale
67 artists from 24 countries
Prize-winner: Ronny Delrue (Belgium)
Recognition: Ana Baena Solero (Spain),
Katrin König (Germany)
and Vladimir Frelih (Germany)

2007
6th International Print Biennale
65 artists from 22 countries
Prize-winner: Dominika Sadowska
(Poland)
Recognition: Jacques Clauzel (France)
and Yun-Jung Seo (South Korea)
2009
7th International Print Biennale
48 artists from 21 countries
Prize-winner: Kikie Crêvecœur (Belgium)
Recognition given by jury: Sandra Baud
(France)
Recognition given by museum: Marcelo
Moscheta (Brazil)

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints 2017, La Boverie
left : works by Valentin Capony, 2016

Catalogue of the11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints 2017, La Boverie
below: Works by Léo François Luccioni (Prize-winner), 2016

8th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints (2011), a meeting of artists with
Maria Pace – standing with her back to the photographer)
© Thierry Wesel

2013
9th International Print Biennale
50 artists from 22 countries
Prize-winner: Lola Läufer (Germany)
Recognition given by jury: Djilian Deroche
(France), Julie Deutsch (France),
Sophie Dvořák (Austria),
Geneviève Laplanche (Switzerland)
2015
10th International Print Biennale
47 artists from 13 countries
Prize-winner: Grace Sippy (USA)
Recognition given by jury: Vladimir Milanović (Serbia) and Lihie Talmor (Izrael)
2017
11th International Print Biennale
58 artists from 25 countries
Prize-winner: Léo François Luccioni
(France)

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints, La Boverie
© Ville de Liège

members of the organizing committe (Dacos, Jean-Pierre Rouge, Michel Barzin and

2011
8th International Print Biennale
58 artists from 25 countries
Prize-winner: Ross Racine (Canada)
Recognition given by jury: Alexandra
Haeseker (Holland)

Liège – Publicity billboard in the city

above: Works by Magda Szplit, 2014

11th International Biennial of Contemporary Prints 2017, La Boverie
The cover of the catalogue
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Brussels/Belgium

3rd René Carcan International
Prize for Printmaking
February 15 – May 15, 2018
Bibliotheca Wittockiana
The non-profit association asbl Espace René Carcan
was created in 1990 by René Carcan (1925–1993). Its
main aim is to develop the art of printmaking. Twenty years after his death, the Espace René Carcan, in
partnership with the King Baudouin Foundation, decided to create the René Carcan International Prize
for Printmaking which took place for the first time in
2014, thus fulfilling the greatest wish of the artist. The
call is open to engravers and engraving students of
all nationalities and of any age who use the following
techniques: intaglio, lithography, linocut, xylography
(wood engraving), serigraphy (silkscreen printing)
and monotype. In 2018, about 160 works were submitted. Jury: Josse Goffin, Lukasz Kurzatowski, Adrienne Burany, Roger Dewint, and Gérard Sourd.
Grand Prix, First Prize: Paul Dumont, No title
1, monotype
First Mention: Ann-Kristin Källström, Clean I,
etching
Second Mention: Grace Sippy, Window Cloak
v.III, etching
Public Prize: Julianne Ricksecker, Last Light,
etching
Public Prize: Charlotte Massip, Les belles de
Cranach, etching

Award for young promissing (bulgarian) artist:
Aleksandra Dimitrova, Bulgaria

were chosen for appreciation mention by the jury of the
competition. A total of 1‚126 entries of 415 artists of 17
countries across the globe (USA, UK, Sri Lanka, Italy,
Mexico, China, Israel, Sweden, Lithuania, Poland, Argentina, Greece, Nepal, Bangladesh, and Mauritius) –
including 364 of Indian artists – were received.

Anna Arminen, Finsko,
Chirping, polymer engraving, 2017

Lodz/Poland

2nd International Print Biennial
Lodz 2018
April 13–22, 2018
Art_Inkubator
1st Award: Can Li, China, Old Temple, mixed media, 2015
2nd Award and Trecom-Web Digital Award:
Joanna Janowska-Augustyn, Poland, Resurrected,
digital print, 2016
3rd Award: Liang Zhang, China, I’m like a series of
rafters on the fish, woodcut, 2016
Special Award (4th award): Herman Noordermeer, The Netherlands, Nature no. 5, lithography,
2016
Awagami Paper Award: Dimitrije Pecić, Serbia,
The street with a lamp…, woodcut, 2017
Honorable Mentions: Rui Zhu, China; Chong Xie,
China; Ewelina Kołakowska, Poland; Vladimir Milanovic, Serbia; Deborah Chapman, Canada; Minjie Zhang, China; Thammasin Darunkan, Thailand

Mikio Watanabe, France, Un papillon II, 2017, mezzotint,
First Prize in Classical Printmaking

Tallinn/Estonia

17th Tallinn Print Triennial
Cloudbusters: Intensity
vs. Intention
June 2 – July 15, 2018
The Contemporary Art Museum of Estonia
This year, the Tallinn Print Triennial marked its
50th anniversary with a programme of exhibitions
and films, and two prizes were awarded at the close
of the event. Council of the Tallinn Print Triennial
Foundation: Kadri Karro, Eve Kask, Eha Komissarov, Eva Näripea and Elnara Taidre.
The main prize – the City of Tallinn Prize: Andrea Büttner, Germany/United Kingdom, Ramp
(2), 2014
The Art Museum of Estonia Prize: Lilli-Krõõt
Repnau, Estonia, Girl in Smartphone Light, 2017;
Boy with a Smartphone and Pillow, 2017

Paul Dumont, No title 1,
monotype, Grand Prix, First Prize

New Delhi/India

1st International Print Biennale
India 2018
March 26 – April 2018
Lalit Kala Akademi (National Academy of Art), NGMA
The Lalit Kala Akademi, keeping in mind the passion and the intimacy of print as a Visual Art medium has launched its 1st International Print Biennale to discover new artistic trends in printmaking
Nationally & Internationally. The Akademi also had
a five days workshop of the awarded artists so that
young and upcoming printmakers can see them in
action and also be inspired with their techniques.
The Akademi also invited few senior and veteran
artists for the exhibition under the invited section.
Ms. Anupam Sud, a senior and internationally
known Delhi based Printmaker, has been given the
responsibility of the Commissioner of the exhibition
this year and the Steering Committee members are
well known Printmakers like Ananda Moy Banerji,
Dattatraya Apte, R.S.Sham Sunder, Paula Sen Gupta and Vijay Bagodi under the chairmanship of C.
S Krishna Setty, the Administrator of the Akademi.
The winners of the biennale were Arup Kumar
Kuity (Andhra Pradesh), Satya Narayana Gavara
(Andhra Pradesh), Preya Bhagat (Uttar Pradesh), Purvi
Parmar (Gujrat) and Sonal Varshneya (Uttar Pradesh).
Apart from the five winners eight other printmakers

Can Li, China, Old Temple, mixed media, 2015, 1st Award

Kazanlak/Bulgaria

Miniprint Kazanlak 2018
The International Contemporary
Miniprint
of Kazanlak
June 1–30, 2018
Art Gallery Kazanlak
The Contemporary Miniprint of Kazanlak’s has
ambition in becoming a forum for discussion and
collaborative exchange between artists and art lovers in the years to come. The 2018 edition featured
over 450 works from 152 artists coming from 40
countries. International jury: Kouki Tsuritani, Japan; Renée Chevalier, Canada a Peter Boyadjieff,
Bulgaria.
First Prize in Classical Printmaking: Mikio
Watanabe, France, Un papillon II, 2017, mezzotint
First Prize in Digital & Experimental Printmaking: Yoshiaki Murakami, Japan, Book of the Ship,
2017, woodcut on digital
Honorary Mentions: Valérie Boivin, Canada; Elsa
Charalampous, Greece; Takanori Iwase, Japan;
Rebecca Jewell, United Kingdom; Christine Porter,
Australia; Laurent Wilmet, Belgium

Lilli-Krõõt Repnau, Estonia, Girl in Smartphone Light, 2017,
the Art Museum of Estonia Prize

Sofie/Bulgaria

17. world annual exhibition
Mini Print
Gallery Lessedra
June 21 – October 27, 2018
Galerie Lessedra
Accepted works by 266 artists from countries.
Jury: Eva Choung-Fux, Austria (1. prize 16th Mini
Print); Cezary Klimaszewski and Tomasz Malec, both
Faculty of Fine Arts, Marie Curie Skłodowska University in Lublin, Poland; Margaret Becker and Mary
McGrath, both Leinster Printmaking Studio, Ireland;
Kira Winther, Danemark, (Special award 6th Mini
Print); Maria Kapteijns, Netherland; Snezhina Bisserova, Academy of Fina Arts Sofia, Bulgaria
1. prize: Anna Arminenová, Finsko
2. prize: Rikhardur Valtingojer, Island
3. cena: James Mccreary, Irland
Special awards: Adri Frigge, Netherland; Diana
Kleiner, Argentina; Miwako Oso, Japan; Wade
Lough, USA; Zenon Burdy, Canada

The Special Award of the Leon Wyczółkowski
Award founded by the Leon Wyczółkowski District Museum in Bydgoszcz: Priscilla Romero, Costa Rica, The Trace of Midas, latexgraphy, chine-collé
with gold leaf on gampi paper, installation, 2018
Honorary Mentions: Marlena Biczak, Poland;
Joanna Kaczor, Poland; Natalie Lamanova, Russia;
Joanna Leszczyńska, Poland; Przemysław Liput, Poland; ROH, Norway

Krakow/Poland

Ryszard Otręba, Poland,

International Print Triennial
2018
Immersed in Images

Katharsis III, digital print, 2017,
Grand Prix d’Honneur

July 7 – August 26, 2018
Bunkier Sztuki
The awarded works had been selected by the International Jury consisting of: Breda Škrjanec – president of
the Jury, Slovenia; Sean Caulfield – vice-president of the
Jury, Canada; Thomas Kilpper, Germany; Marta Anna
Raczek-Karcz, Poland; Krzysztof Tomalski, Poland.
Grand Prix d’Honneur: Ryszard Otręba, Poland,
Katharsis II + III, digital prints, 2017
Grand Prix: Karol Pomykała, Poland, One Direction, linocut, VR, 2018, cooperation: Bartosz
Morawski (VR), Marek Domański (sound)
European Printmaking Prize: Tracy Hill, United
Kingdom, Black Water from a series Matrix of Movement, laser cut woodblock printed on Kozo paper, 2018
Professor Witold Skulicz Award: Zuzanna Dyrda,
Poland, Slob, woodcut installation, print on human
skin, object, digital documentation, 2016/2017
The Special Award of the Rector of the Academy
of Fine Arts in Gdańsk: Krzysztof Kula, Poland,
Koszarawa Variations, graphic installation, performance, print, cardboard, wood, 18 volumes of Encyclopedia in German, mirror, water, paper mask,
video in a form of a time-lapse movie, projection,
2017; Hommage à Tomasz Struk, graphic installation, performance, print, wood, metal, mirror, 2017
The Special Award of the Rector of the Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice: Morgan Wedderspoon, Canada, Give Up and Party, inkjet,
silkscreen, 2017; Help Others, inkjet, silkscreen,
2017, Go About Your Life, inkjet, silkscreen,
2017; Protect Yourself, inkjet, silkscreen, 2017
The Special Award of the Rector of the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin: Agata Derda, Canada, Alter, linocut, digital print, chine-collé,
2018; Trophy, linocut, digital print, chine-collé, 2018
The Special Award of the Rector of the University
of the Arts in Poznań: Toyoki Inatsugi, Japan, Mirage series, Phosphorencent Light 1 + 2, giclée, 2018
The Special Award of the Dean of the Faculty of
Graphic Arts of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw: Fuki Hamada, Japan, Form 70 – The Structure
of the Milky Way, etching, aquatint, chine collé, 2016;
Form 72 – Drop of the Net, etching, aquatint, chine
collé, 2017; Form 73 – Nerve Net etching, aquatint,
chine collé, 2017
The Special Award of the Rector of the Academy
of Fine Arts in Wrocław: Jiantang Wu, China, Broken Branches in the Wild, woodcut, 2017
The Special Award of the Tadeusz Kulisiewicz
Foundation: Kamil Kocurek, Poland, Arena, intaglio, 2018

Torun/Poland

9th International
Print Triennial
„Color in Printmaking”
Hybrids
September 21 – October 28, 2018
Galeria Sztuki „Wozownia”
This MTG takes place in the Wozownia Art Gallery
regularly from the mid−1980s. Over the space of several decades, its shape has changed, but the main
goal remained the same – the exhibition is to present
leading trends in graphic design. MTG is a platform for
meetings with the work of artists from Poland and the
world, as well as a space for discussion about the specificity of graphics and the place it occupies in contemporary art. The edition entitled „Hybrids“ confronted
various experiences in building the image by enriching the graphics language with means typical of other
media. An important element is the broadly understood combination of various experiences in building
a visual message in one artistic representation, as well
as the confrontation of various techniques in one work.
The MTG is an excellent opportunity to reflect on the
changes taking place within the discipline. Does the
confrontation of different methods inside the medium
enrich the resources of artistic expression in graphics,
or perhaps take away its identity and character? Does
crossing graphic borders blur this discipline? Or maybe
it makes it better suits the challenges of modern times?

Erőss István, Eszterházy Károly University, Eger, Hungary; Liou-čchun Lan, National Taiwan University of Art,
Taipei; Anca Boeriu, National University of Arts Bucharest, Romania; Kónya Ábel, MODEM Center for Modern
and Contemporary Art, Debrecen, Hungary; Vécsi Nagy
Zoltán, Transylvanian Art Center, Sfântu Gheorghe, Romania.
Main Prize: Jing Liu, China, Master 03–2, Master 07, Master 05, woodcut, lithography, 2017
Nagy Imre Prize: Art Werger, USA, Life Below, etching,
2014; At the Crossroads, mezzotint, 2017
Plugor Sándor Prize: Samira Zamani, Germany, Back
In The Day, individual technique, 2018; I Love You, She
tells her image in the mirror, individual technique, 2017
Nagy Pál Prize: Jakub Jaszewski, Poland, Xfirewall, dye
print (digital), 2018; Xerror, dye print (digital), 2018
The prize of the Consulate General of Hungary in
Miercurea Ciuc: Răzvan Anton, Romania, Fading
Study (Synagogue), individual technique, 2016
Eszterházy Károly University’s Prize: Ács Kinga-Noémi, Romania, Hunyadi Square 2, linoleum cut,
2017
The prize of the Hungarian University of Fine Arts:
Marcin Bialas, Poland, Other Way 5, etching, drypoint,
aquatint, 2017; Empty Egg 1, etching, drypoint, aquatint, mezzotint, 2017
Lăzarea Art Camp Prize: Lehoczki Liza, Hungary,
Everything is more beautiful in pink I + II + III, silkscreen,
2017
Zereda Art Camp Prize: Krnács Ágota, Hungary, Apparition in Cered I – The two witnesses, risograph, 2018;
Apparition in Cered II – Dressed in cloud, risograph,
2018; Apparition in Cered III – The second alas is gone,
risograph, 2018
Pulzus Art Camp Prize: Mayer Éva, Hungary, Imprinting
I + II, c-print, mixed technique, individual technique, 2016
Special Prizes: Łukasz Koniuszy, Poland; Haruhiko
Yoshinaga, Japan; Zoran Mishe, Bulgaria; Liu Fu, China; Haider Ali Jan, Pakistan

Jing Liu, China, Master 07,
woodcut, lithography, 2017,
Main Prize

London/United Kingdom

The Queen Sonja Print Award
2018

Sfântu Gheorghe/Romania

5th Graphic Art Biennial
of Szeklerland
October 13 – November 9, 2018
Transylvanian Art Centre
Members of the jury: Ferencz S. Apor, curator of the biennial, Miercurea Ciuc, Romania; Cristian Aurel Opriș,
University of Arts and Design of Cluj-Napoca, Romania;

November 8, 2018
Royal Academy of Arts in London
The main purpose of the H.M. Queen Sonja Art
Foundation is to generate interest in graphic art
and to encourage young artists to develop both
their craft and their unique voice. The Foundation
presents the Queen Sonja Print Award every other year. The winner receives a cash prize and an
educational stay at the Atelje Larsen art studio in
Helsingborg, Sweden.
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Forty-two artists were nominated for the 2018
Award by curators, museum directors and fellow
artists from all over the world. The nominees reflect
the breadth of contemporary printmaking today,
ranging from traditional forms to new approaches
involving installation, collage and performance.
Her Majesty The Queen presented the Queen
Sonja Print Award 2018 to the Canadian artist
Emma Nishimura. David Hockney received the
Lifetime Achievement Award for his distinguished
contribution to the art of printmaking. The QSPA
Lifetime Achievement Award was presented for the
first time.
QSPA 2018: Emma Nishimura
The QSPA Lifetime Achievement Award: David
Hockney

ers together to explore the tension between reality
& representation; alteration & reincarnation; ventures& adventures; construction & decay. Altered
Landscapes captured the spirit of Las Vegas’s perpetual reinvention and the fallacy of its promises.
Through dialogue and demonstrations, Altered
Landscapes explored transformations in artist
attitudes towards the natural environment, and
printmaking’s evolving roles in creative and social
practice.

printmakers both in Europe and across South and
North America.

MAPC Conference 2018
Go West: a Collaborative Turn
October 3–6, 2018
Hilton Hotel

Emma Nishimura, An Archive of Rememory: Matsuoka Family Portrait
Photo: courtesy of the artist. QSPA 2018

New York/U.S.A

Fine Art Print Fair
October 25–28, 2018
River Pavilion, Javits Center
The Fine Art Print Fair is the central event of the
annual New York Print Week and the largest art fair
dedicated to the medium of printmaking. Featuring
80 exhibitors selected from IFPDA’s international
membership, the Fair arguably presents the largest
art-historical span of works in a single fair; from Old
Master to contemporary, and rare masterpieces to
new-tomarket editions making their public debut.
The Fair has long been an important destination for
collectors, connoisseurs and curators from around
the world.

Luxembourg/Luxembourg

International Contemporary
PRINT Making exhibition/forum
2018
April 20 – May 1, 2018
CARRE, 1 rue de l’Aciérie
17 workshops, institutions, collectives with their representative artists.
The studio as a place for dynamic creation
(technical know-how, the use of facilities, inspiration/exchanges/discussions) is a well-known and
indispensable characteristic of the world of printmaking and printed image.
The various groups and associations were
created in this freedom, and found, everyone
and each, their specificities, their creative makrs,
each time imbued with the scene and the artistic and social environment of their country.

Tacita Dean, Quarantania, 2018, photogravure, 7 panels

Belfast Print Workshop

Las Vegas/USA

Santander/Spain

SGCI 2018 Printmaking
Conference
Altered Landscapes
April 4–7, 2018
Bally’s Hotel etc.
SGCI 2018 Altered Landscapes brough printmak-

IMPACT 10
Encuentro (Encounter)
September 1–9, 2018
more than 20 different spaces
IMPACT stands for‘International Multi-disciplinary
Printmaking, Artists, Concepts and Techniques’.

and societal norms, and cultural and literary traditions. From the standpoint of their difficult present
moment, they turned a weary gaze on the past and
a measured stride toward the future we now inhabit
in 2017–2018.

Hybridity in printmaking
Medium in search of its time and
meaning
November 17, 2018
Galeria Sztuki „Wozownia”

Laramie/USA

From the SGCI Lifetime Award Show: Jaune Quick-To-See Smith’print

Torun/Poland

As artists working with printmaking media we are
accustomed to collaboration, cooperation and community within our studios and in our processes. Do
we continue to embody the pioneers, pathfinders
and trailblazers and in those roles, how do we take
responsibility for and acknowledge the voices of
those who were exterminated or displaced? Are we
continuing to create new identities and challenge
our political and social realities, or do we seek to
find homesteads or create utopian communities
where we are removed from others? Where is a welcoming, diverse, and inclusive West in this process?
How do we seek and establish cooperation and collaboration and can we be „rugged individuals” and
also „good citizens”? How do we respond to cultural
expectations as artists? How do we include the perspectives and experiences of diverse communities?
What do we desire for the art we make and for the
communities of artists that we create? Do we continue to „Go West”?

Silver City/USA (New Mexico)

3rd Southwest Print Fiesta
October 6–7, 2018
Seedboat Gallery
The Southwest Print Fiesta is organized by the
Mimbres Region Arts Council, whose mission is
to „nurture a creative community“. The event
featured printmaking workshops, more than 30
vendors, a juried exhibition Political Prints and
Posters and other ink events. Four to five artists
hand-carved large-scale 36“x 36“linoleum blocks
to be inked by hand and printed via steamroller at
Saturday’s Vendor Market.

The symposium complemented the ninth edition
of the triennial „Color in Graphics“, which subtitle
„Hybrid worlds“ refers us to the area of art functioning at the interface between different worlds.
They may be derived from both technical and process conditions, as well as the complex nature of the
message, in which seemingly inconsistent threads,
value systems and communication methods are often combined.
The problem scope of the symposium concerned the broadly understood problem of combining
many different experiences in building a visual message in one work/artistic realization. The „hybridity“ can be considered through the prism of material, technology, process specificity, but also the idea
and message conveyed by it. In modern graphic art,
as well as the related areas, differently understood
forms of hybridity have gained the status of high popularity and even universality for some time. They
are used both for experimental confrontation of
various techniques and strategies within the medium and for the elements of broadly defined artistic
strategies. It is hard to disagree with the fact that in
both cases hybrids contribute to a broader specific
revitalization of the medium, its redefinition.

Boston/USA

Follow the North Star
Inuit Art from the Collection of
Estrellita and Yousuf Karsh
July 1, 2017 – January 7, 2018
Museum of Fine Arts, Bernard and Barbara Stern
Shapiro Gallery
Opening on the 150th anniversary of the Canadian
Confederation, this exhibition presented a selection of Inuit prints from the collection of renowned
portrait photographer Yousuf Karsh and his wife
Estrellita. Included are works by key Inuit artists
such as Kenojuak Ashevak, Agnes Nanogak, Jessie
Oonark, Pudlo Pudlat, and Lucy Qinnuayuak. The
prints come largely from the printmaking cooperative at Cape Dorset, north of Hudson Bay, where
printmaking was introduced around 1959. Most
are stonecuts, hand-printed from blocks of soapstone in which the images are carved in relief. The
works were organized thematically, with sections
focusing on family and daily life; hunting; shamans
and myths; and tradition and the incursion of the
modern world. In addition to the prints, the exhibition features a number of small-scale sculptures.

Kenojuak Ashevak, Canadian Inuit, Summer Owl, 1975. Stonecut and stencil.
Promised gift of Estrellita Karsh in honor of Matthew Teitelbaum. Reproduced with
the permission of Dorset Fine Arts. © Kenojuak Ashevak.

New York/USA

Louise Bourgeois
An Unfolding Portrait
September 24, 2017 – January 28, 2018
The Museum of Modern Art
The exhibition explored the prints, books, and
creative process of the celebrated sculptor Louise
Bourgeois (1911–2010). Bourgeois’s printed oeuvre,
a little-known aspect of her work, is vast in scope
and comprises some 1‚200 printed compositions,
created primarily in the last two decades of her life
but also at the beginning of her career, in the 1940s.
The MoMA has a prized archive of this material,
and the exhibition highlighted works from the collection along with rarely seen loans, bringing together some 300 works.

Otto Schubert, Untitled, 1917, Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
photo ©Museum Associates/LACMA

Bremen/Germany

Gift Paper
From Dürer to Grosz
Donations and new acquisitions
from the collection of the
Kupferstichkabinett
November 11, 2017 – April 1, 2018
Kunsthalle Bremen

From the installation at the MoMA

Los Angeles/USA

1917/1918
Looking Backward, Stepping
Forward

With the exhibition the Kupferstichkabinett of the
Kunsthalle Bremen cordially thanked its friends
and supporters. The presentation showed a selection of about forty donations, new acquisitions and
repurchases of war losses that have been added
to the collection in recent years. Among them are
works by Albrecht Dürer, Adrian Zingg, Caspar
David Friedrich and Adolph von Menzel, as well
as numerous works by artists of the 20th century
and representatives of the present, including works
by Lovis Corinth, George Grosz, Wilhelm Wauer
and Hans D. Voss, Karl Otto Götz, Walter Stöhrer,
Günther Förg and Hana Usui, Norman Sandler
and Matthias Ruthenberg.

November 4, 2017 – April 1, 2018
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
This display of European prints and drawings
pinpoints two crucial years in Germany and Austria that would define the end of an era and lead
toward a new future. Despite the sobering realities
of World War I, those living beyond the battlefields
sought normalcy in their day-to-day existence. Just
as we—a century later—cope with uncertainty and
upheaval, they instigated routines, examined their
circumstances and beliefs, and escaped into fictional stories, plays, and films. As seen here, artists
built on the legacies of Naturalism and Expressionism to evoke the texture and mood of a changing
society agitated and energized by change. They also
provided imagery for posters and periodicals, graphic forms of communication that inserted art into
everyday life.
This selection of works made between 1917
and 1918 is a time capsule of sorts, revealing how
artists captured ideas of place and identity, religion

George Grosz, Pompe funèbre (Splendid Burial), 1928, watercolor, reed pen,
pen and ink on cardborad, 43‚2 × 29‚2 cm, Kunsthalle Bremen – Kunstverein In
Bremen, Kupferstichkabinett, Foto: Stefan Schiske for Lehr Berlin
© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2017
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Hamburg/Germany

Artist’s Books
The Collection
December 1, 2017 – April 2, 2018
Hamburger Kunsthalle
Artists’ books tell stories or take the form of manifestos, archives or political proclamations. Programmatic, narrative, playful, or even appalling,
they break with traditional book design to open
new creative spaces. Discovered by conceptual
artists and the Fluxus movement as an open and
versatile medium, the artists’ book has carved out
a space for itself since the 1960s as an independent
art genre.

La Louvière/Belgium

Damien Deroubaix
Hier vloekt men niet
December 2, 2017 – April 1, 2018
Centre de la Gravure et de l’Image imprimée
Damien Deroubaix’s artistic practice features a great diversity of forms and techniques: oil painting,
watercolour, engraving, tapestry, wooden panel carving, but also sculpture and installation. This variety combines with highly eclectic references, often
cohabiting in his works in a spirit that is reminiscent
of iconoclastic Dada montages. Motifs from medieval danses macabres mingle with evocations of
tragic chapters from modern history; topical images
are juxtaposed with mythology and folklore; the history of art and the metal music scene collide. His
paintings are openly expressionist, often making
reference to apocalyptic themes, and perhaps this is
what makes them so timeless.
The exhibition presented large-format wooden
dies and a hundred prints by Damien Deroubaix,
in resonance with works from the collection as well
as with historical engravings by Dürer, Ensor, Picasso … who have marked the artist.

collection was one of three displays by contemporary artists on show at the New Art Gallery Walsall,
which explore the theme of physical or psychological wilderness. Celmins’s densely layered drawings
and prints engage with the natural world; the surface of the ocean, expanses of desert, a spider’s web
or star-filled night sky. Her images prompt questions around representation, perception and human
experience and remind us of the complexity of the
simplest things we observe in nature.

Boston/USA

M. C. Escher
Infinite Dimensions
February 3 – May 28, 2018
Museum of Fine Arts
From dorm-room posters to book jackets, the perspectival puzzles and interlocking forms of M. C. Escher (1898–1972) have teased and delighted millions
of people around the world. The MFA presented the
first exhibition of original prints by the Dutch artist
in Boston, bringing together 50 works from public
and private collections that highlight his rich imagination and mesmerizing technical ability. „Infinite
Dimensions” investigated some of the themes that
define his work, including tessellations (arrangements of repeated shapes that fit together with no
gaps), perspective and perception conundrums,
sphere and water reflections, and transformations.
Among the highlights is the 13-foot-long Metamorphosis II (1939–40), a monumental exploration of
the fluidity of time and space in which a chessboard,
hive of bees, rustic village, and other elements merge
into a continuous woodcut printed from 20 blocks.
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Chemnitz/Germany

Vienna/Austria

February 25 – Juni 10, 2018
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz

March 1 – May 13, 2018
Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien,
Kupferstichkabinett (at Theatermuseum)

Donations from Carl and
Thomas Heumann
to the Kunstsammlungen
Chemnitz
On the occasion of the donation from the estate of Thomas Heumann in memory of his father Carl Heumann,
the Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz show about 70 graphic sheets of the Carl and Thomas Heumann collection. Among them are works by Christian Friedrich Gille,
August Gaul, Adolph von Menzel and Ernst Barlach.

Carte blanche for Jacob Demus
Tree representations from
the Kupferstichkabinett of the
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

The Kupferstichkabinett started a new series of
exhibitions at the beginning of the year 2018 and
invited artists to make a selection from the collection holdings and engage in dialogue with their own
works. The graphic collection of the Academy is
particularly suitable for this, as it has provided invaluable reference and illustrative material for generations of artists since its creation in the 17th century.
The first exhibition of this new series is designed by
Jakob Demus (born 1959 in Vienna).

Georg Tappert, Old Woman Singer, 1918, linocut, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2018

Prague/Czech Republic

Wallerant Vaillant
Master of Mezzotint

Vija Celmins, Night Sky 3, 2002, Artist Rooms, Tate and National Galleries of
Adolph von Menzel, A woman reading newspaper, 1886, Für den Berliner

Scotland. © Vija Celmins

Verein für Original-Radierung, Heft 1, 1886, etching on hand-made paper,
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz/László Tóth, © 2018 Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz

Japanese Prints
The Psychedelic Seventies

Washington/USA

February 2 – August 12, 2018
Museum of Modern Arts
The first World’s Fair held in East Asia, Expo‘70 in
Osaka, marked the beginning of an extraordinary period of prosperity for Japan that lasted over a decade. To
a greater extent than ever before, Japan participated
in the development of the global art styles of the time—
in particular, the mind-bending motifs and chromatic
verve of psychedelic art. The brilliant colors, strong design sense, and exuberant vitality typical of the 1970s
also appear in prints. During this time, the range of
media employed by Japanese print artists expanded
to include not only the woodblock and stencil prints
that had been dominant in the previous decade, but
also silkscreen, etching, and lithography. Works such
as Yokoo Tadanori’s 1974 silkscreen resonate with the
tenor of the age, melding Buddhist iconography with
an electric palette. Among the new, younger artists
who rose to prominence were a number of women,
part of a gradually increasing trend toward gender
equality in the arts. Many of the artists featured in this
exhibition—including Tadanori, Takeda Hideo, and
Oda Mayumi—are still creating prints today

Jakob Demus, Rembrandt’s Groove, 1984, dry point, engraving

27‚6 × 23 cm, Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz, 1927 Schenkung Carl Heumann, Foto:

Boston/USA

Heavenly Earth
Images of Saint Francis
at La Verna
February 25 – July 8, 2018
National Gallery of Art, Gallery 22
Zurich/Switzerland

Turning Points
From Nolde to Oppenheim.
100 Years of Schweizerische
Graphische Gesellschaft
February 7 – April 8, 2018
Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich
The Schweizerische Graphische Gesellschaft (SGG)
strikes a balance between constancy and change.
For a hundred years, it has has been commissioning
selected contemporary artists to create an original
work that is then published in a limited edition of
125 and distributed to all SGG members.

For the exhibition, the Lindenau Museum
drawn on Volker Sachse’ (1936–2011) extensive
graphic collection, which the native Berliner donated to the museum. It includes numerous East and
West Berlin positions of the post-war decades, but
its core is the German graphic arts of the years 1914
to 1933. The special show focused on these prints
and drawings, most of which are printed in Berlin,
in order to convey an impression of the moving art
scene of that time.

The Descrizione del Sacro Monte della Vernia
(1612) depicts the monastery and dramatic rocky
terrain of La Verna, the site where Saint Francis received the stigmata. The gifted baroque draftsman
Jacopo Ligozzi was hired to illustrate the volume
and he cleverly designed overslips pasted on 5 of
the 22 engraved illustrations in a before-and-after
fashion to demonstrate the changes to the topography since Saint Francis’s time. Drawing on the
Gallery’s holdings of Franciscan imagery, spanning
the 15th through the 18th centuries, this exhibition placed the Descrizione del Sacro Monte della
Vernia within its most significant artistic and art
historical context by examining traditional representations of the experiences of Saint Francis on
the mountain of La Verna and innovations on traditional Franciscan subject matter characteristic of
the Counter Reformation.

Düsseldorf/Germany

The Rembrandt-Experiment
March 3 – June 24, 2018
Kunstpalast
Today, Rembrandt is well-known as a painter, but
also for his etchings he was a superstar in his time.
He covered almost all genres and topics in etching
technique: portraits, landscapes, genre scenes, as
well as religious subjects. Rembrandt created a total
of more than 360 etchings, of which the Kunstpalast’s graphic collection has over 230 sheets, most
of which come from the holdings of the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf collection.

Rembrandt van Rijn,
The wandering musicians,
c. 1635, etching,
Kunstpalast,
Graphische Sammlung,
Foto: © Horst Kolberg

March 27 – June 24, 2018
National Gallery Prague, Schwarzenberg Palace
Painter, draughtsman and graphic artist Wallerant
Vaillant (1623–1677) is a distinct, though generally lesser-known representative of the 17th century
Dutch and Flemish Golden Age painting. Vaillant
became professionally independent in the 1640s,
working in Amsterdam and its surroundings. As a respected portraitist working in painting and pastel, he
was invited to Frankfurt, where the imperial election
and coronation took place in 1657–1658. It was there that he became acquainted with the new graphic
technique of mezzotint, which had first been used in
the 1640s. The talented Prince Rupert, Count Palatinate of the Rhine, engaged Vaillant to assist in his
experiments with mezzotint and the two improved
the technique considerably. In Amsterdam for good
around 1665, Vaillant began to work with mezzotint
with remarkable intensity, producing over 200 high
-quality mezzotint sheets from the mid−1660s until
his death. Vaillant did the mezzotints after his own
works and invention, but also reproduced paintings
by Renaissance and early Baroque masters and his
Dutch and Flemish contemporaries.

ARTOTHEK

Altenburg/ Germany

Berlin sheets
From the Collection Volker
Sachse
March 8 – June 10, 2018
Lindenau-Museum Altenburg

Walsall/United Kingdom
Vija Celmins

February 2 – May 6, 2018
The New Art Gallery Walsall
This exhibition by the Latvian-American artist Vija
Celmins (b. 1938) drawn from the Artist Rooms

Yokoo Tadanori, Shambala (TEJAS-BHUMI)“Fire that is Earth”, 1974,

Claes Oldenburg, The Knife in Brüglingen Park, 1991/1992, colour wood-

Nicolò Boldrini after Titian, Saint Francis Receiving the Stigmata,

silkscreen with offset text. John Ware Willard Fund. © Yokoo Tadanori.

and metalcut, Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich / © Claes Oldenburg

c. 1530, woodcut, National Gallery of Art, Washington, Ailsa Mellon Bruce Fund

At the beginning of the 20th century, Berlin developed into a dynamic cultural metropolis, which quickly became an important magnet for progressive artists. From the entire Reich territory they moved to
study, teach or work freelance in the capital. Many
of the Berlin-based artists drew important impulses
from the various milieus of the restless city, whose
idiosyncrasies unfold in their works.

Wallerant Vaillant, Head of a Boy, mezzotint
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Minneapolis/USA

Touring Japan through
Landscape Prints
by Kawase Hasui
May 19 – August 5, 2018
Minneapolis Institute of Art
Kawase Hasui was the most prolific print artist of his
time, making more than 600 woodblock prints. His
success was based on his ability to capture Japan’s
beautiful scenery in compositions that could transform an ordinary village to an appealing vista. Hasui
traveled through the country, where he deliberately
chose unusual spots along with idiosyncratic viewpoints of famous sights. This exhibition presented a kaleidoscope of his landscapes over a span of 30 years,
starting with an example from his first set, published
in 1918. It included many examples of snow and rain
scenes, for which Hasui is especially famous.

Kawase Hasui, Benten Pond at Shiba, August 1929, woodblock print, ink and
color on paper, Gift of Paul Schweitzer P.77.28.15

Reutlingen/Germany

Aspects of the collection
HAP meets Mamma Andersson –
Grieshaber
and contemporary positions
May 26, 2018 – April 22, 2019
Kunstmuseum Reutlingen
HAP Grieshaber’s most important achievement in
art history was to turn the time-honored genre of
woodcutting into a medium of modern art in the
mid-twentieth century.

Florentina Pakosta, Anticipation, 1981, stencil technique on paper.

oral language into written form. This artist, poet,
researcher, and inventor created an original pictographic alphabet as a way to borrow from, yet subvert, the medium of his French colonizers. From
the 1970s until his death in 2014, he also created
hundreds of brightly colored postcard-size illustrations that incorporate African writing systems, popular culture, scientific theories, and tongue-in-cheek
humor.

and 20th-century comics. The exhibition included
major works by Pieter Brueghel the Elder, Jacques
Callot, William Hogarth, James Gillray, Francisco de
Goya, and Honoré Daumier, as well as later examples by Alexander Calder, Red Grooms, Saul Steinberg, Art Spiegelman, and the Guerrilla Girls.

© Museum der Moderne Salzburg, Photo: Hubert Auer
© Bildrecht, Vienna, 2018
Frédéric Bruly

Los Angeles, Washington/USA

The Chiaroscuro Woodcut
in Renaissance Italy
June 3 – September 16, 2018
Resnick Pavilion, Los Angeles County Museum of Art
October 14, 2018 – January 20, 2019
National Gallery of Art, Washinton
First introduced in Italy around 1516, the chiaroscuro woodcut, which involves printing an image from
two or more woodblocks inked in different hues, was
one of the most successful early forays into color printing in Europe. Taking its name from the Italian for
„light” (chiaro) and „shade” (scuro), the technique
creates the illusion of depth through tonal contrasts.
Over the course of the century, the chiaroscuro woodcut underwent sophisticated technical advancements
in the hands of talented printmakers such as Ugo da
Carpi, Antonio da Trento, Niccolò Vicentino, Nicolò
Boldrini, and Andrea Andreani, and engaged some
of the most celebrated painters of the time, including
Titian, Raphael, and Parmigianino. The medium
evolved in format, scale, and subject, testifying to the
vital interest of artists and collectors in the range of
aesthetic possibilities it offered.
For this first major presentation of the subject in
the United States, some 100 rare chiaroscuro woodcuts will be brought together alongside related drawings, engravings, and sculpture.

Bouabré (Cheik
Nadro), Divine peinture
prise sur une banane
jaunie image, ici, deux
artistes du monde se
regardent avec „art”,
2006, colored pencil and
ink on cardstock. Gift

James Gillray, Midas, Transmuting All into Paper, 1797, etching with hand-

Coburg/Germany

Rembrandt
Power and Powerlessness
of the Body
June 22 – September 9, 2018
Kunst Sammlungen der Veste Coburg
Self-portrayal, seduction, joy and sorrow – Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (1606–1669) studied the human body from every perspective. His
sharp eye detected every mime and gesture and expressed them powerfully in his art. The exhibition
provided an overview of the Dutch master’s printed
works. They tell of life and transience, of human
power and powerlessness.

Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2018, Foto: Kunstmuseum Reutlingen, Ralf Gottschlich

coloring in watercolor on laid paper, Wright and Evans 1851, no. 168, National

Los Angeles/USA

Rauschenberg
In and About L.A.

Carl Otto Czeschka, Untitled, c. 1905, Los Angeles County Museum of Art,

August 11, 2018 – February 10, 2019
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Resnick Pavilion

funds provided by Anna Bing Arnold, Museum Associates Acquisition Fund, and

One of the most pioneering artists of the last century, Robert Rauschenberg (1925–2008), produced
a diverse body of work characterized by experimentation, the use of varied mediums and methods,
and an embrace of cross-cultural exchange. Although Rauschenberg was born in Texas and lived
primarily in New York and Florida, Los Angeles
played a pivotal role in his artistic development.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s Rauschenberg partnered with the L.A. print workshops Gemini G.E.L. and Styria Studio, where he challenged
the conventions of printmaking with works such as
Booster and Currents. During this time he was also
a central participant in LACMA’s Art & Technology
program, collaborating with scientists and engineers
from Teledyne Technologies. In 1981, Rauschenberg
extensively photographed L.A. for his In + Out City
Limits project, and 17 years later he pictured the
metropolis again in his LA Uncovered screenprints.

Vienna/Austria

Florentina Pakosta
On the occasion of Austrian artist Florentina Pakosta’s 85th birthday, the Albertina Museum devoted
a large-scale retrospective to her oeuvre. In her 1960s
drawings and printed graphics, Florentina Pakosta
reacted to discrimination against women in the art
scene. For centuries, male artists had portrayed women as objects or muses. Pakosta consequently turned her gaze on men and proceeded to dissect their
facial expressions and body language. Her satirical
works attack patriarchal power structures by caricaturing male behavior and reversing traditional roles.

Rembrandt, A male nude sitting before a curtain, 1646, etching, Inv.-Nr.
VII‚380‚196
Ugo da Carpi after Francesco Parmigianino, Diogenes, c. 1527, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, gift of Philippa Calnan in memory of her mother Matilda
Loeser Calnan, photo © Museum Associates/LACMA

Washington/USA

Stanford/USA

July 15, 2018 – February 3, 2019
National Gallery of Art, West Building

Alphabété
The World Through the Eyes of
Frédéric Bruly Bouabré
June 20, 2018 – March 3, 2019
Patricia S. Rebele Gallery, Cantor Arts Center,
Stanford University
Amongst the first generation in his native Ivory
Coast to be formally taught how to write, Frédéric
Bruly Bouabré was inspired to translate the Bété

and the recurrence of popular fairy tales, myths, and
legends in the graphic arts in the years around 1900,
incorporating select earlier examples as well as more
recent works. Artists pushed the limits of their imaginations for different purposes. Fantasy was used to
examine individual emotional and mental states, to visualize spiritual transcendence, and as a springboard
for aesthetic experimentation and abstraction. Fairy
tales, a public and shared form of fantasy, offered
artists familiar narratives and characters they could
use to explore individual fears and desires or collective hopes and dreams. Some works in this exhibition
evoke a sense of terror and dread, while others offer
a romantic vision of an invented or idealized past or
focus on the enchantment of the world around us.

Gallery of Art, Washington, Purchased as an Anonymous Gift

Mamma Andersson, Absinth, 2010, color relief print, lithography, © VG

May 30 – August 26, 2018
Albertina

llections of computer graphics worldwide. In 2018,
the museum used three anniversaries as an opportunity to place this extensive international collection at
the center of an exhibition. On display was a selection of computer-generated graphics from the Bremen
collection, created between 1955 and 1979. The presentation was supplemented by two new works Frieder Nakes (born 1938). As a pioneer of computer art,
he had directly led the conception of the exhibition.
In 1968, two events took part, that celebrated its 50th
anniversary in 2018, that helped the computer art
for international recognition: The exhibitions „Cybernetic Serendipity. The Computer and the Arts“
in London and then in New York, San Francisco and
Washington D.C. and „Tendencies 4. Computers and
Visual Research“ with accompanying symposium in
Zagreb. Computer-generated music, choreographies,
texts, computer films and computer graphics were
the results of new aesthetic formations.

Sense of Humor
Humor may be fundamental to human experience, but its expression in painting and sculpture has
been limited. Instead, prints, as the most widely distributed medium, and drawings, as the most private, have been the natural vehicles for comic content.
Drawn from the National Gallery of Art’s collection,
Sense of Humor celebrated this incredibly rich though easily overlooked tradition through works including Renaissance caricatures, biting English satires,

Installation photograph, Rauschenberg: In and About L.A., art © Robert
Rauschenberg Foundation, photo © Museum Associates/LACMA

The Robert Gore Rifkind Center for German Expressionist Studies, purchased with
deaccession funds, photo © Museum Associates/LACMA

Mainz/Germany

Ohne Zweifel Gutenberg?
Die Erfindung des Buchdrucks in
Europa und Asien
September 21, 2018 – April 28, 2019
Gutenberg-Museum
Frieder Nake, Hommage à Paul Klee, 13/9/65 Nr. 2, 1965 (detail), computer
graphic: plotter design, ink on paper, Kunsthalle Bremen – Der Kunstverein in
Bremen, © Frieder Nake

In the 550th anniversary of Gutenberg’s death, the
Gutenberg Museum is showing a specially designed
special exhibition on the invention of printing in
Europe and Asia.

Zurich/Switzerland

RELAX (chiarenza & hauser & co)
What do we want to keep? (was
wollen wir behalten?)
August 29 – October 28, 2018
Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich
These days, we regularly see top ten charts and ratings that rank the highest-profile and most expensive artworks around the world. But how have such
league tables come into being, and how have they
shaped a canon that defines the status of an individual artist? RELAX (chiarenza & hauser & co) have
taken up the challenge of answering these questions
while delving into the collection of the Graphische
Sammlung ETH Zürich. The result is an installation featuring video, works on paper, spatial pieces
and prints from the Collection. The exhibition space has been transformed into a study area for researching, reading, looking and lounging.

Leverkusen/Germany

Markus Oehlen
Linocuts
September 23, 2018 – April 28, 2019
Museum Morsbroich – Die Graphische Sammlung
Around 1990, the painter and musician Markus
Oehlen began to experiment with graphic techniques such as linocut and screen printing in order
to expand the possibilities of painting.

Markus Oehlen, Untitled,
2006, from a series of
76 linocuts, 1990–1999,

Bremen/Germany

Los Angeles/USA

August 29 – November 11, 2018
Kunsthalle Bremen

September 8, 2018 – February 3, 2019
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Ahmanson
Building

The Kunsthalle Bremen owns one of the largest co-

Fantasies and Fairy Tales explored the role of fantasy

Programmed art
Early computer graphics

Fantasies and Fairy Tales

Museum Morsbroich, Leverkusen;
Dauerleihgabe
Museumsverein Morsbroich e.V.
© Markus Oehlen
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Leverkusen/Germany

Berlin/Germany

Zurich/Switzerland

Freiburg/Germany

September 23, 2018 – April 28, 2019
Museum Morsbroich – Die Graphische Sammlung

October 26, 2018 – January 13, 2019
Kulturforum

November 14, 2018 – January 27, 2019
Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich

December 8, 2018 – March 17, 2019
Städtische Museen Freiburg, Augustinermuseum

In the spring of 2018, Peter Piller hiked Leverkusen
in three stages. He set off for the unknown and ignored metropolitan periphery, where deviations and
surprises are always possible and welcome.

In March 2018 the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin received a significant bequest from the estate of art
historian Barbara Malwine Auguste Göpel (1922–
2017), consisting in in two paintings, 46 drawings
and 52 prints by Max Beckmann along with a painting by Hans Purrmann. The works have entered collections of the Nationalgalerie and the Kupferstichkabinett. This entire, historically significant bequest
is now presented to the public for the first time.

Thomas Schütte (born 1954 in Oldenburg) is a leading
contemporary artist. Arguably the most important
German sculptor of our time, in this latest exhibition,
Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich put the focus on
his works on paper. Schütte’s prints form an integral
part of his œuvre, as evidenced by the stunning technical and thematic range of his many diverse series and
portfolios. The exhibition presented an overview from
the past thirty years featuring not only his famous images of women and flowers, but also highlighting some
lesser-known aspects of this German artist’s work.

The expressive style of Edvard Munch is known
throughout the world. He explores existential topics
with drama and passion: death, fear and illness,
love and sexuality – representing the things that
occupy his inner world with virtuoso aplomb. The
Haus der Graphischen Sammlung is showing a selection of his print graphic works: images in which
he peers into the abyss of the modern soul with an
artist’s eye

Max Beckmann
The Barbara Göpel Bequest

Peter Piller
Walking around the periphery

Anselm Kiefer, Tomb of the Unknown Painter (Grab des unbekannten Malers),

Frédéric Penelle, Chronique de l’ombre, relief assembly of 3 cut engravings

1982, woodcut, collaged and hand-painted, unique impression.

(laser on wood and steel), 20 copies

Collection Lois B. Torf. © Anselm Kiefer

Paris/France

Printed Evidence
October 2 – November 25, 2018
François-Mitterrand, Bibliotheque National de France
Peter Piller, Common Mulleins in Rain, 2018, pencil on paper; Courtesy Capitain
Petzel, Berlin; Galerie Barbara Wien, Berlin; © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2018

Chemnitz/Germany

Thomas Meier-Castel
Large-format etchings
September 29, 2018 – Januar 6, 2019
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz
On the tenth anniversary of the death of the artist
Thomas Meier-Castel (1949–2008), who spent most
of his life in the Saarland-Lorraine border area
after stops in Karlsruhe, London and Paris, the
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz showed a selection of
his works. With ten large-format etchings, an artist
was introduced, who occupies an independent and
unmistakable position in contemporary graphics in
Germany.

Boston/USA

The German Woodcut
70s into 80s
September 30, 2017 – March 19, 2018
Museum of Fine Arts, Mary Stamas Gallery
This exhibition presented a selection of gestural, expressionist woodcuts and linocuts from the late 70s
and 80s by four contemporary German artists: Georg
Baselitz, Anselm Kiefer, Felix Droese, and Matthias
Mansen. Seen together with a companion exhibition of carefully controlled, photographically-based
woodcuts by Christiane Baumgartner, „The German
Woodcut: 70s into 80s” provided the opportunity to
compare two radically different approaches to the modern woodcut. Among the works on view are Kiefer’s
unique artist’s book Teutoburg Forest (1977), illustrated with woodcut portraits of figures from German history, and his large-scale Tomb of the Unknown Painter
(1982), in which he re-imagines an unused design for
a Third Reich war memorial—a grandiose tomb of the
unknown soldier—as a monument to honor artistic heroes. Baselitz, known for his upside-down images, is
represented in the exhibition by five prints, including
the oversized linocut Three-Legged Nude (1977) and
a woodcut from his series 45, published in 1989 to
mark the 45th anniversary of the end of World War II.
A number of rarely seen prints by Droese and Mansen
come from Boston-area private collections.

As part of the cycle of tributes paid by the BnF to
art print shops and the printers and publishers who
animate them, the exhibition presented a selection
of nearly 90 works created since 1979 by artists from
several generations in the lithography workshop,
then the digital studio of the printer Franck Bordas.
Driven by the desire to revive the creation of print,
Franck Bordas opened his first lithography printing
workshop being 19 years old. It is the beginning of
long and fruitful collaborations with many artists
coming from very different horizons such as Jean
Dubuffet, Pierre Alechinsky, Joan Mitchell or Hervé
di Rosa. Created on lithographic stones or on computer, the prints presented in the exhibition bear
witness to the richness, singularity and dynamism of
this rare field of contemporary creation.

La Louvière/Belgium

Frédéric Penelle, Thierry Lenoir
and Daniel Nadaud
Chroniques: 3 exhibitions

Munich/Germany

Grande Decorazione
Italian Monumental Painting in
Graphic Art

Fascination Norway
Edvard Munch

October 13, 2018 – January 6, 2019
Pinakothek der Moderne, Staatliche Graphische
Sammlung München
It was in monumental painting that Italian art reached its apogee. Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel ceiling and‘Last Judgement’, the frescoes of Raphael,
Pietro da Cortona and Tiepolo are among the most
memorable creations of the human imagination.
One of the earliest exponents of Italian monumental art was Andrea Mantegna, among whose major
works is the Triumph of Caesar, made up of ten, large-scale panels which were originally mounted on
one wall. Around 1500, Mantegna, ever the innovator, also produced a version of this work as a copper
engraving. From then on, wall and ceiling paintings
of all sorts were reproduced as prints. Out of an old
art form a new one was born, one whose aim was
to translate large and complex works into a format
which was easy to comprehend and to handle.
The exhibition presented around 120 works
which are astonishing for their size and for their
extraordinarily striking appeal as fully developed
works of art.

Max Beckmann, Siesta, 1923, drypoint © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2018/Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett/Dietmar Katz
Edvard Munch, The Cloud, from the series Alpha and Omega, 1908/09;

Berlin/Germany

© Museum Kunst der Westküste, Alkersum/Föhr, Foto: Lukas Spörl

A Star Above Bethlehem
Visual Narratives of the New
Testament in Hendrick Goltzius
and his Contemporaries

Kaiserslautern/Germany

November 13, 2018 – February 24, 2019
Gemäldegalerie

Thomas Schütte, Smoke, plate from the book: Volume II. The Big, Nix,

The virtuosic works of the engraver Hendrick Goltzius (1558–1617) represent a highpoint in sixteenthcentury Netherlandish printmaking. As a peintregraveur, Goltzius elevated the copperplate to new
heights as an independent artistic medium.

Sammlung ETH Zürich, © 2018, ProLitteris, Zurich

Düsseldorf: [self publishing], 2005, etching, Inv.- Nr. 2013.168.13, Graphische

Vienna/Austria

On Witches, Mermaids
and the Apokalypse
Early graphic work of Albrecht
Dürer

Philipp Hennevogl. Filth and
Nature
Linocuts
December 15, 2018 – February 10, 2019
Museum Pfalzgalerie Kaiserslautern
In his magnificent linocuts, Philipp Hennevogl
(born 1968) shows himself as an observer of contemporary everyday life and its specific world of objects. His outstanding printmaking work fascinates
as well with close-to-nature views and large-format
landscapes.

December 5, 2018 – March 3, 2019
Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien,
Kupferstichkabinett (at Theatermuseum)

October 13, 2018 – March 3, 2019
Centre de la Gravure et de l’Image imprimée
To celebrate the twin anniversary of the 30 years of
the Centre de la Gravure and the 150 years of La
Louvière, the exhibition Chroniques (Chronicles)
took us along the meanders of the past and the present to tell the story of three artists: Frédéric Penelle,
Thierry Lenoir and Daniel Nadaud.
Through the universes of the three artists, each
one on a different floor, the exhibition ranges from
a Chronique de l’ombre (a chronicle of shadow) in
Frédéric Penelle and his animated images created
with the videographer Yannick Jacquet, mixing digital resources, engraving and cut-outs, through Chronique du quotidien (an everyday chronicle) by Thierry Lenoir and his provocative wood engravings to
finally reach Chronique du désastre (a chronicle of
disaster) by Daniel Nadaud and his printed stories
linking agricultural and bellicose machinery.
The exhibition has been organised as part of
the Van lood tot pixel – Du plomb au pixel (from
lead to the pixel) initiative that brings together 5
museums in Flanders and Wallonia.

Sweet. Nothings
Print Series by Thomas Schütte

Hendrick Goltzius, Adoration of the Magi, 1594, copperplate engraving, detail
© Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett/ Dietmar Katz

Bremen/Germany

A few decades after the advent of the first woodcuts
and engravings in Europe, Albrecht Dürer perfected these two techniques of printing. Already after
his first trip to Italy (1494/95) he created graphics
and series, which are regarded as highlights of the
art of engraving and cutting.

Everyone is a cosmos
Relationships in pictures and
self-portraits

Philipp Hennevogl, Pile of wood, 2011, linocut. Foto und © Künstler

November 13 – December 30, 2018
Kunsthalle Bremen

Mantegna workshop, Elefants, 1490/1500, variation to Andrea Mantegna,
Triumph of Caesar, scene V, c. 1500, copper engraving, © Staatliche Graphische
Sammlung München

In the family, in the work team, in the circle of friends – do you also know the situations in which we
simply feel differently? Do not they always understand us? The communication only partially works?
One reason for this is every human being is a cosmos in itself. No matter what age. And all too often
we forget that even our counterpart always moves
in his own cosmos. So just get out of your social
structures, come to and reflect on the human cosmos through works of art: a variety of drawings and
prints from the Kupferstichkabinett focus both on
the individual and the relationship between people.

Albrecht Dürer, A Mermaid, c. 1498, copperplate engraving,
Kupferstichkabinett der Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien

